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Screening Tests

Screening to .identify underdevelopeef,pupilS' coriSists of
'the following simple tests which measure strength, flex-

cardibrespiratbry, enddrarice ap,d.

Strength - pullups or flexed arm hang and
situps

.2. - situps

. Agility - squat thrriSts

CardioreSpiratory endurance. , recovery index
test and observation

Instructions for 'Administration of Tests

Divide the class into pairs for testing. One .pupil acts
as .scorer while _the other pupil performs the test., The ,

leader should, spore each student in the pullup and flexed
Larm hang and the pulse recovery test unless well trained

, tudent %leaders are -available.
,

Result -are recordea after each test.

The on y kequipMent needed . is a chinning bar, , a stopwatch j
(or a wateh with a sweep second hand) and'record -forMs.

Equipment bar of suf f icient height
,

('. Starting. Position: 'Grathp -the bar with forward :grip, palms
facing forward. 'Hang with arms arid legs fully eTktended.
Feet Must. be,free Of floor: The partner stands slightly
to one side, of the pupil beingrlested and connts each
successful 'pullup.,?'

Action: 1,, Pifll body ,up with, the arms until ,the chin is above
the 'bar.
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.Lower bpdy until the elbows are, fully 'extended

Repeat the 6xerci:Se the iequired number of times.
-

Rules: The pull Must° not be a snap movementl.

Itheearmust not be .raised.

3. Kicking the legs isot Permitted.*

4. Thepody must nOt swing. If pupil ats to swing,
nis 'Partner stoPs the motion

. by . holdin an ex--
tended'ari across the...front 'of tlie pupil'S thighs0

Onl*bomplete pullup is counted
, . places his pin Over fhe bar:

To Pass: Ages 16-13- pullup
Ages 14-15r-g pullups
Ages 10-171-3 pullups

FLEXED ARM

each time the. pupil

HAND:-(Giris)

Equipment: A stop watch and a sturdy; bar, comfortable to grip
and-adjustable in height (height 'of -bar should be approi5i=
mately thetSame as that of pupil being tested).

Starting Position: Assume body -position with overhand grip
that chin tis above bar, elbows are flexed and chest is
sciose to bar. Feet must be clear of floor.

"'

Acion Hold position as long as 'possible.

Rules: i. Start timing as soon as pupil is in pAfper position.

Stop timing whep: (a) pupil's chin touches bar;
op Pupil's head tilts back to keep, chin above
bar; (c) pupil's chin drops below bar.

All ages--hold posktion fdr ten seconds.

3. SITIIPS

Starting Position: Pupil lies on his back with knees bent, feet
on floor about one foot apart., .The angle of the knees
should be less than 90 degrees. The hand8 with fingers
interlaced, are grasped behind ,the neck with elbows squarely
on the floor. Another pupil holds his partner's ankles and

.



,..keeps his.hee1s. in contact withAhe floor
while.counting .

each'succesSful'situg.

'76uch.the,

ActIon 1. Sit
up2and.turh the trunk to the left.--elboW. to the 1eft

rn to starting
Posit/on,..,_

Sit.up'and_turn the trunk to the'right'. Touch-
..

.the left'elbow to the
right. khee:'

. Return:to the statting poSitioh.
-Repeat the re uire number o4 times.
One

domplete,Situp,is counted each time the pupil
returns to the staikihg

position.
,

To Piss: Girl;;/, ages 10-17 -10 situpsBoys,
ages10-17-,14 situpS
4. SQUAT THRUST (Boys and Girls)'.EquiPMeht: A stop-Watch

or .a watch with a sweep
second hand.Starting POsition:' Pupil stands at

attention.Action: 1. Bend knees and place hands
on'the_flooi in front

of the feet.- Arms may be between,
outside or in

front of the bent knees..
Thrust the legs loack.far enough so that. the ,body
Is

perfebtly,.straight from shoulders to feet (the
pushup position).

o squai
position.

Return to starting
position.

&Coring: -The
teacher,carefUlly inStructs the

PuPils'.0n.how to

do
correct.Squat-tbrust.' Pubils are tOld-to'do.as

manY
correct

squat.thrAstS as pOssible Within a 10
second-time,

'liMit. The-teacher
givesjhesstarting'signa4-, ."readylgo!

Ory.,'."go", the
pupil:begins..

The:partner counts eaCh.squat
.thrust. At the ena of 10

secondS,.the.-thacher'says,Rule: The
puPil.'Ibust return,to the

erect'positiOn.ofattention

---77at the
completion.of each squat

thrust:..,OnlY,.6ount'10.1
.movementS, not'l/4,



To PBs:.Gir1s,
agps 1o.;.17--3 squat- thrust6 in 10 seconds,.

Boys, iges,10,:17--4 squat thrusts-in 10 seCOnds.'

5, RECOVERY
INDEICI.TEST 'AND OBSERVATION

olr PUPILS.
,

(Excerpts§ froin .a statement by. the AMerican

Mediaal ,Association
Committee on Exercise

_ and 'Fitnes0

-The',recOvery IndeX Test"consists. of Oteppinglip,and_down

'form. 16:itiCheS:high 30 tites 'a minute f:OrfoUr-isfiliutes
al*

.1101401V 0U-thep1atform:.mtilyVary
from:14 ,inchesfOr shorter

....Students to 20. 1.,opliegi.high
for 'tilloyoutbs. The'silbjeCt -faces

::.the:platforisiandstart
fog with eitherfoOt::at. the-signal "Up,-?!

03410eSIAS:fOot';0*..the
platfOrm,..Ithen' Steps:. up so, that ,tootti feet

are-..ontheOlatforiri'i;then
inielediately stelas doWn Aga in -in: the

-siOne?.rhythsii.-
Tne-.,.oupj eot:' then

COntinues stepOing up and down

in. a _marchingcOnnto.
three, .fOnr.:."'. The si,grial.710:- .

COmeS'.everY tWO.,secondS:

After four mfnutes of this exercise, the subject sits down and

remains quiet. O'ne, minute later, the ptilse 'rates, are taken.

Older students,/under the suPervision of the sahoOl nurse or

other teachers, :atm be, paired to" take each othex"s pulse rates.

The followingisC'hedule
is iolsed:

1. -lone ,dinute after the exerCise ibr 30 seconds.

tWo minutes after the eXercise for 30 seconds,

. three .iimites after "pi.e exercise for 30 seconds.

To determine the Recovery
-refer to -the following tab

0

ndex; add the thz4ee pulse 'counts and

e.

When 'the three 30-second T e Recov y Inder Thou the response

ptilse counts total: is: to this test is:
,

1 .
199 or- more

60 or *less Poor

,"tom 171 tb 198' b tween .61 and 70 ,
Fair

from 130 to 170 b tween 71 and 80 Good

from; 133 to .149
between 81 and 90 Very Good

132 or less
91 or more Excellent

, ,
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PuOil who topsHbefore the tettTAO-OOmPleted AlmOSt:always

in poOr phySlcaloondition. .If there are oth,r.-s1MptOis..of
stress.thelpapil iay,reqUire referral t.othe'SehoOl;tuYSe or'a
'physician. :Skillful :ot)sOvacn qf the7reaCtiOns of individualpupils tO exer6iSe is:AptimaYy screening-tecihniqUe

'Observable Signi:iri.pupilsrduring,or afteryigorouseXercise
,Which,mAy indieate'undeslrable responsetO 'exereiseaye as:

If.the following s4gns occUrthe'cpupilAhO014-be:,
.

.:referred to,-the sChool nurseor A phyiClant',

gxeeSsive'breathlessn6s-Some is nordal but if'
it perstst&long:after -exrcitse; it should be f
chetkeds,

Bluing-Of ihe liPs-r.exaept in a cold wet envirbtMent4

q. :palb or claMMy skin or cold sweating:
following exercise..

f.

.xAJnusual:fatigue;

perpjs,t6nt shakiness after,exerCise.

6. Muscle twitching.
v

number' of sympiOms relating to exercis.e which are sometimes -
reported to the teacher may.also be cause for medical referral:
If any ,of the following are recurring or develop in persistent-
patterns related to exercise the pupil should be checked
medically

1, Headache
2: Dizineee'.

, 3. gainting..-.
g.4. BYoken 'nights, sleep
5. ingestive uPse't,

Paix not, assoc3ated with
AmddrY

Undue.pounding or uneven-
heaytbeat

Disorientation,or pei.sonalit
changes

r

A,poor reaction..to exercise is usually a sign of a low level
61 Physical fitness ratherthan.of,diseAse. A. medical referralis an important Precaution; however, if there is any questidn'
abou% the .response of:any pupil to exercise.,- ,



I.
I Remedial Program for Those-Who 'Vail the Screening qeste

wil,w.pOssible, a speaal re!9dial -prograrryde igned-tO,'cprreCt .

the Individual weakneSies rexte4led-in the hscreeni4 teshou1d,.
tiel provided. I local condi ions do not perhit such special-,
'in#tructiOns, the- eeds-of t 6 underdeveloped shouldipe met
during.the reg'ular ysical zducation'rfOri9d.Th.ispan be done,
4' having the entire, lass, or a portion of :the ReriOd; particr
'igate in activities deSgned to torrebt.the weaknesses of the:.
Upderdeveloped.'

Ln
I

The teacher should explain
additional exercises and 'act
come particurar weaknesses.

. purposes of-the program to t
Child to enlist their suppbrt
'Aen of their child.

TEBT'FAILED

SqUat7=Thrust

.`Situps

.

DEVELOPME

. 7

each underdeVe oppd pupil that_
ities at,home ill help to over-
e teacher sfieulcUexplain the

rents of he underdeveloped
in e adequ te physieal develop-1

/

AL CTIVITY

Tortoise & Bale, . 57
.Jump & Reach, . 39
,The Spinter,.p., 40
JuthPing",Jack, P. 56'
Coordinator, p. 42

Weight Training, pS.
Knee Raise,(single & doi

p. 36 \

Head & Shoulder Curl
:Head p. 36
.BaCk Twist, p. 71
Pi) oal4s7 P., 6,6

p.

llups & Flexed .

SUGGESTED
STAgTIN6 AMOUNT

3minutes
15 repetitions
10 repetitions
25 repetitions
5 repetitions

IO each leg

38 10 repetitions
5 repetitions
5 each side

10_repetitions

Weighi Tr ining, ps.,53 -59
wl-ng S'tre;che, P. 5
,Biceps 8grlding, pe. 31
Rec1xiit Pullups, p. 30
F1ed..f4m Hang, P. 46

'

,25 repetitions
5 each arth

10 repetitions
'As long as possible

' .

program suggestions',torPr9vP cardiorespiratOry endurance, through,
. acikiatics; interval,:traiinr and jogging are'included on pages 60-67.

,

*'All exercise refere0 n.be foUnd:i Youth PhysicAl Fitness, -..
. ,

'Suggei.--eidn0 for_S0001, Programs, 1973..,Fer.sale. by the Buperinr.
tendent of.Documents I X S O .. aqv't Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20.402. Price $1.35



making cash grants to' their clients for such mundane needs
as to help a man get a set of false, teeth or to pay:his trade
union dues, actions that would have led to his reemployment-.
The private agencies were no longer interested in such .

matters; their focus had shifted over completely:to
personality and intra-familial dynamics.

So much by way of personal background. Now, I would like
to review briefly certain critical problem areas; to ,exp1ore
the interfacing between manpower and social work; to illuminate
some of their implications for education; and to conclude with
a few broad observations'about directions for the future.

Critical Problem Areas

1. The Transition From School to Work.

-The first critical area relatesto the t.ansiiton from school
to work. Although 80% of the age group iln'the United States
completes high sehool, it is iMportant to note that this
ratio is very:muCh lower in the centre). Cities. In New York
approximately two,out of five youncT people fail to'earn their
highSchool diPloma, even though one can get a diploma in
New Yoik more for good conduct-than for Scholastic achievement.

We know from a great many different studies that all young
people face varying orders of difficulty in linking into the
labor market: finding a job with training that is not dead-
ended. Those who leave high school before graduation are
that much more handicapped in making a successful transition
into work. One of the largest sources of manpower waste, and
one with ominous implications, is the tens, even hundreds, of
thousands of young people who are neither students nor
effective members of tl-e labor force.

2. The Interface Between-Work and Welfare.

A second manpower problem of ciitical importenCe relates to
the interface between wbrk and welfare, partic:plarly a's it
bears_on the large huMber'of female-headed hotiseholds,
especially with yciung children. Although there is great
restiveness both in the halls of:Congress and among the
American.public about supportingpotentielly employable
women-on -relief, the simple'fact is that if they have young

27
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children to care for, they often have no.alternatives While,
some can, make private/arrangements for child care and a ,few.
are lucky enough to have access to publicly supported.child
care facilities, the vast majority of women on welfare are
confined to their homes not because they want to be there,

. but because they cannot leave until their children are.older
or until the society decides to face up directly to the
child care issue. Most of these women -have, at best, limaed
education and modest skills. If they were to get a job it
would be the kind that paid a minimum wage or just above.
If they have two.children to care for, they would .be unable,
even if they worked full-time, to make ends meet in a high
cost area such as New YorkCity. In short, if society
really wants to move large.numbers of mqthers off welfare
it will have to solve-two knotty issues, the Child care
problem and .e.he income supplementation problem. Unless
it finds solutions to both, it cannot succeed in reducing
welfare loads significantly.

3. The Federal Effort to Create Jobs.

A third problem area relates to the role of the Emergency
Employment Act, that is, the federal effort to create jobs
for at 1ea5t a small proportion of the unemployed. The first .

.point to note it its modest scale. With appropriations of
about $1 billion and with a per-year cost.of $7,000, only 4
small proportion of the 5 million persons who are unemployed
can be included in tAs.program. The second,point is that
a great number of different groups are supposed to be served.
The President has stressed the importance of giving priority
to returning servicemen whose unemp7.- -lent rate is distress-
ingly high. Sope communities have ; gmergency Employment
Act funds to reemploy local officials no were let go because
of financial stringency. And there are many who believe that
the primary thrust of the Emergency Employment Act, as of all
manpower programs, should be the more seriously.handicapped
who cannot make it into productive employment on their own.

4. Job _Retention by Manpower Pr8gram Graduates.

Most of the manpower planning during the 1960's, surely after
1963, has been directed to the hard-to-employ by providing
them with preemployment experiences, institutional training,
on-the-job training, and a variety of °other labor market'

9,g
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supports. While our knowledge of the effectiVeness of-these
programs leaveS a great deal to be desired, we do knpw that
a high propdrtion df the persons.trained and.placed in
emp1oyMent failed to-Stay in their original job. for any,
considerable time. If manpower programs have employability
as their Major goal, then clearly the,finding that'somany
who were trained fail to keep,their jobs, at least:with
their initial employer, muat bp considered in future
programming.

But the matter is not simple. I recently reviewed a care-
fully controlled,study by one large automobire manufacturer
which.,showed very poor retention of jobs by men who were
hired and outstanding success With rdspect to women, all
of whom had vreviously been on welfare.

5. The'Extent of'illicit and Illegal Work.

The fifth critical issue that I want to comment on ia'the-
extent to which the indome-work nexus has been. broken.
Another way of formulating.this is to call attention to -

the importance of illicit and illegal work. In a gecent
study,that the Conservation, Project completed--Unemployment
in the Urban Core by Stanley,Friedlander (Praeger)-4there
is an estimate that perhaps as many-as 250,000 persons in
New York City earn all Or part of their income from illicit'
or illegal work. A black economist who.knows the ghetto
well believes that this is an underestimate.'

,But that is mit all. The administrator of the Human Resources
.Administration eStimates that there are about 200,000 people
on welfare in New York City who are employable. What he did,
not say, but what I will add, is that many of these,oeople .
earn some money on the side. Then there is another group in
New York whose presence in the city is in violation of the'4
laws--that of illegal immigrants. In our recently published
work, New York Is Very Much Alive, my colleague Dale'Hiestand
estimated that there are 200,000 such illegal immi!grahts
currently working in..the city.

New York City is a big labor Market with about 3.5 million
people, b?..t I have just accounted for a significant minority,
namely, for aboutone in six.

2 9
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Even this brief review of five critical issues in'the mahpower
arena should have helped to make clear that,social work has a
role,to play in the analysis and solution' of the more important
of the nation's manpower problems.

Interfacina"

Let me now call your attention to some important interfacing-
between manpower and social work based on the problem areas
that we have just reviewed.

In discussing the potential shift of mothers from welfare to
employment we noted that t'he conditions under which people

may constrain their ability to work and earnNtheir'
living. We considered primarily the question of ildicare
but we could have gone on to raise a host of relat d problems
such as housekeeping Serifices for a'homebound dependent,
access to transportation, remedial health care, and many
other work-linked factors.

A second interfacing can be subsumed under the termT"employment
support." When people have little or no experience in the.
labor force and a range of handicaps; the question of supporting!,
them during a transitional period can be of)critical importance.1,-
Jesse Gordon of the,University of Michigan studied the experience
of one form of support, co.linseling, and fdund;that it could be
more effective fdr many of the seriously disadvntaged if it

'were provided after they started to work, rather than before.

While we think of the community as one arena and the work place;
as another, the simple tru,th is:that\,the two are often linked
and that conflIctsin one are ref1C,ted in conflicts in the'
other-. When ra-Cial tensions become ehacerbated the conflict
situation cannot be coritained but is likely to spill over.
There is evidence that this has occurred repeatedly in plants /

in the Detroit area-) There is, therefore, litt_le pr'Ospect of I
.a long term resolution'of the emplOyment problems bf.minorities
.unless the majority fearns to live as well as to work albrigsicle
the minority. 1-

We have not:paid enough attention to the fact that a large
number of people are forcibly institutionalized in prisons, 1

,reformatories, mental hos itals, and that a considerable I

number of them are dischar ed every year and must make theirl"
2

way back into society. The longer-they.have'been institution-
_

?
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alized, the more difficult their return. Since employers
are skittish about hiring ex-criminals\and ex-mental latients,
a failure on the part of the community to build special
bridges and 'provide special assistance is likely to lead
to renewed dysfunctional behavior and re-institutionalization.

The fifth and final interfacing that warrants attention has
to do with the.increasing movement that occurs among school,
training, and work, flows in several directions at the same
-time. Many people have need.for assistance in deciding
which way to move at a particular time; in identifying the ,

-work or training institution that best fits short and longer
term plans.

Ours has been a society which has long looked, to the individual,
with some assistance from his family; to make whatever moves
he finds necessary. What the foregoing"has suggested is that
many individuals need help in making such moves.

Implications for Social Work Education

I/Having put before you a-seletted number of critical manpower
-issues and some of the interfacing problems that exist'in
contemporary American society my task if now to draw,out the
implications of this analysis for social work education.

My first finding .is perhaps the most important. _Social work,
education must pay attention-to the role of work modeA
society and take pains to see that all students, no matter
what their area of specialization may be, have some under-
standing of the critical role of work and the many conflicts
that arise in the work arena. -For those mho enter graduate
schools_of social work with:relatively little or no training
In the Social sciences I woUld urge that at a minimum-they

'be exposed ta economics and sociology with.enough inatitutional
content,to gain some.familiarity with problems of wor and,

income. Although.I might he accusedof special pleading, '

there is something to be said for'social work schools'offering
at leaSt one basic course in huMan resources.and manpower.

Tor thOse.who go through'schools of social work preparing
themSelves for managerial or planning positions'I would place
heavy stress on their exi5osure to the following:

31,
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'-k-The elementary and interrrediat level tools of economics.

A second order competence in statistical methodology.

Some sensitivity to social legislation, including its
public finance aspects.

A course in human resourCes and manpower.

Fqr those-who look forward to, working in, or close to, the-
manpower arena, there is much to be said also for an intern-,
ship in a manpower pl:ogram, Such as WIN, Neighborhood Youth
Cor.ps, or the State Employment Service.

Concludinci.Observations

While thereis no.ground for optimism about federal support,
-

:for manpower'in general or fOr social. work training in
particular, there id also Ao rea'son for extreme pessimism.
As I'read-the Washington scene; the flow of funds will be
reduced, but they.will not be eliminated and the amount of
money available will stithbe Considerable even if'it will
be less than we,had become accustomed to.

:

' No one can study the labOr market Without being impressed
with the fact that thereds a high order bf mobility built
into different types of training, particularly in new areas
such as.manpower.. From this I conclude that even if schools
of-social work moVe energetically to strengthen the role of
manpower, in their curriculum, as Ilhope and expect 'that they
will, the studen,ts going through .these programs, must recognize
that successful completion does not guarantee them a 'good
,job. -_They will be,competing wiiph a great many others who
may have gone through equally good and even better programs=-
in economics, management, sociOlogy, political,science4

To complicate matters, the largest number of jobs in the
manpower arena are in the'Employment: Service and they are
distinguished by low salaries. All the other jobs in the
manpower arenastogether do notequal the number of jobs'in
the Employment Service. To complicate matters even further,
most of-thq better jobs,in the EMployMent Service are obtained
by prómotioll,from within. Persons with maSters degrees or

/ doctorates in social work are res precluded from competing.
f
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Another dimensic-, at warrants attention is the fact that
we are on the verge of a change in federal-state relations.
,which will shift the locus of responsibility from Washington
to the states and localities in the design and management
of manpower programs. I would anticipate that this will
lead to even more political determination at the local level
with less opportunity' for the specialist,to have a Clearly
defined role.

But there may be a silver lining.in this shift toward
decentralization. With most of the $1.5 billion of federal
manpower funding a year being.decentralized to the States-,
and localities there will be a,considerable number of senior
managerial positions that have to be filled if the states
and localities are to perform their missions effectively.
There may be good opportunities here for wen-trained,
sehsitive administrators.

One concluding comment. I have observed social work over
the years and I have been impressed by what.it has.to offer.

:to the community in the planning and implementation of
various human resources programs. But I have also been
impressed -.:11a.t its effectiveness has been much reduCed,by

. its preoccupation with professional issues that are of great
. concern to the insiderbut'of little or no'importance to

,

the outsiders. ,7 would therefore strongly urge social wOrk
'leadership to relax, and exploit the new opportunities that
manpower programming offers and to stop wasting its resources
on intraprofessional preoccupations.

3 3



.SOCIAL WORK AND MANPOWERi-A*VEILED INTERFACE

Joseph L. Vigilan-te
Adelphi UniVersity School of Social Woxk

Recent History

-Altho gh social work has always had some interest in work
as a social instrument, its most recent direct invOlvement
in manpower began in the early '60's. The 1961 and 1962
Amendments to the Social Security,Act established in what
was then the Bureau of Family Services of HEW, the Community
Wprk and Training Program (CW&T). This program was the first
ihvolvement of the federal governmeA in funding work and
training programS for"public welfare clients since the 1930!k.
Departments of puhlic welfare were forced to come face to face
with the world of work.

The Community Work and Training Program, established and under
way by 1962, was quickly, follac'ved in public welfare by-Title V
(The Work Experience) .of',the Economic Opportunity Act, opera-
tional by 1965. Through CW&T and Title V, HEW established
national standard'S for work training. The'standards mandated
a variety of.supportive social services: provision of family
counseling, day care, homemaker services, medical, psychiatric
and child welfare services. In Title'V, purposeful, planned
integraition between manpower services and social services
was required.

By 1966, in sele-L.ted Title V projects throughout the country
_some rathe- sophisticated manPower prograrm-for public welfare
clierit wa-_,-1 developing. There were, for example, day care
services the training sites, group counseling for wives cf

Joseph L.. _igi.lante is Dean of the Adelphi University School
of'Social Thrk. He.teaches "Economics, Politics, and the
Sociologv :f Poverty" in the Manpower Development Program
at the Nei Sanool for Social Retearch: He has had a long-
time intar-st in the involvement of social workers in the
manpower f_Lei_i and wrote his doctoral dissertation on the

"subject, "Wor-i and Welfare."



of trainees, family counseling in regard to the intra-family
problems created when one of two parents was in a training
program. Social workers from departments of 1..9lfare and
public employment-counselors saw ,the work and training program
both in Title V and WINS as exciting and stimulating departures
from what they had grown to experience as routnne and,hopeleSs
kinds of activities. \o,

The switch from Title V to WINS and the remoVal of primary
'responsibility from Welfare to thelLabor Department necessi-
tated administrative retooling. There resulted (at that time)
an operational de-emphasis of the social service components .

in the woic and training,programs. The lessons that had been
,learned were not used in the switch from one federal department
to the other._ But social workers were beginning to see evidence
of the employability potential of a group aSout which thev had

.never been .optimistic. SoCial workers bY that time had begun
to learn about the sOcial and human value of work itself.
The employment services were.to begin to leArn about the' '

importance of individualized social services in ennloyability
development.

Commonalitie3 Between Social Work and,Manpower

At the*present'stage of the relationship betweeki manpower and
social work, gfven the existence of the dual lator =zrket, the
fundamental commonality between both is the client .7roup.
Social workers are intiMately acquainted with the La.nor under7
class. _The-manpower field is learning about it. Ts mutual
identification around the client reveals a mutual tr=blem.
For concentration on the underclass in the labor r--nnet has
encouraged a nesidual approach to manpower nrobler'n., 17nd -- Eps
us away from a preventi9 and enhancement- funo
manpower fle1.1. mo put 3;t crassly, gith a fev
the mem:lower n: rams OVthe 1960's and '70's nan-e tronuced
dead end jobs. nimited job mobility for trainees in large
measure due to e:oor market constraints, but it
unrelated to sc=a1 policies and the limited capacia:_s,
of personnel ar;--rinistering the programs. Manpower =grams
have not made maximum use of available knowledge arnf experience
in working wiz_ people.

Related to this penomenon is a second characteri,stnla of both
fields; ,a prizir: concern for the most obviously disadvantaged.
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se.

Sc-siaf and-iDolal priorities have forced us to 'focus On
ttis group. Indee'a, social workers, in a perhaPS'appropriate
display of gdilt for their blindness to poverf.y before the
'60's, have been upbraiding themselves and reorganizing
their practice and educational institutions to correct the
,error. Manpower has swung from primary concern for the cream
of,the unemPloyed'(in the first MDTA procirams) to a more__
soc.ally appropriate concern-for the disadvantaged uneffiployed.

Planping for the disadvantaged seems to have thrust manpowr
programs more predOminantiv into the public.sector. Because
of the half-hearted :'espohse of.private employers, manpower
has turned to public service careers for the disadvantaged

But aside from the fact that social institutions (includipc
nrofeSsional groups), whtch are almost exclusively uncerhed
with the poor, may be doomed to oblivion, it Seems to me that
a truly serious manpower program as well as.anational social
service program must involve
the not-forprofit sector. A falSe separation be iqeen labor

._:-ne private secto as well as
-

needs of private industry and publiC services results from
planning primarily for the latter. The public sector is
dmbly stigmatized when---it is b9th the klana_ql seteor and

. ,the Planning sector.
-

.

'An example of the potential for an alliance between manpower
and social work in the privlte sector can be illustrated by
reference to a program at American Telephone and Telegraph

, under '',:jobs 70." Personnel people at AT&T are struggling to
PrOV, s the following oppOrtunities for trainees: orientation,
spdc-Lsl counseling, supervisoiy and human relations training,
job-related education, English as a seco language, on-the-jot
and vestibule training, supportive ser ces including medi al-
dental, child care and day care, and ransportation.. ,... -

If manpower plannirg is to be effective, it must incl de a
concern iith national manpower distribution. This sugge ts,.
therefore, the development, and operationalizingof s ems,P
to deal with local and regional labor shortages andfor labor
surpluses, incldding the provision of incentives for workers
to move to new areas, or to change Skills, or to provfde
incentives to bring industry into areasythere there is a
surplus of unemployment. If one views manpower in this
manner, the social implicatLons loom as high as the 4'conomic
implication,,, e.g. movin= of families, provision of family
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,

suppor , and development of educationa , social, and health
servic s related to labor deployment. )

,

The,academic community too is making gestures in the direction
I

of more ¼sphisticated manpower development for the private
s ctor. rThe Industrial Social Welfare Center at the Columbia
University School of Social WOrk
o programs at Marywood College,

the-graduate' program in manpower
for Social Research.

represents Such a move, as
Scranton, Pentrkvania, and
development at the New School

Just as manpower programs have placed greater emphasis on the
public service market as a target, education for manpower
(like education for social work) tends to prepare students
for employment in the not-for-profit sector. This trend,
in my view, will.only f

16

rther encapsulate manpower outside
of the economic mainst}eam, a position familiar to social
workers, and detrimental to both their* professi'Rnal status
'and their ability tJ serve a wider range of people in need.

,

,

Both social work and manpower% as professional disciplines.
are in a posii-;on to attract large numbers of representatives
of m.ncriz, groups. As a'result of the government sponsored
manpower programs, revitalized interests in working fOr one's
own ethnic group and (until recently) a fairly, open job marke7:,
candidates for both social work anehlanpower education have
ccme quite often from "underclass" backgrounds themselves.
Ex.:apt for cccasions, graduates of Ivy League institutions
(stat.s iris ns) do not apply to schools of social work,
ri:r will thi oly to graduate programs in manpower. This

2.nities for applying the experiences of social
uo manpower in developing specialized knowledge

_2 admission processes, curriculum development,
-.7. needs, educational funding, and job placement.4

A

sug7ests
woo': educat_
with respec-,
special stuC--

,

Differences

Manpower still enjoys greater status today with the federal
government Fnd among many public and priT,7ate institutions
than dces -7ial work. Work objectives .-7-:or poor people are
uot coddling or 77,ermissive. on the other hand,
sccinl wc__ as 'a result of 70 years on the caMpus, tends
to be better accepted within the academio and professional
disciplines .1.n the societ7. The social work route may
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therefore provide a more direct access to professional
rece4nition for manpower workers:-

The body of knowledge in the education of social workers
has, tended to be more. "applied" than theoretical; more
.reliance upon laboratory "method" than

.
traditional study.

At'least threc-fifths of the professional Curriculum is
devoted to field instruction and on-campus_methods'course2
Manpower education tends to rely more on. academic,bocial.-
,sciences content.' An examination'of,the tasks in which]
manpower rd.ractitioners are engaged strongly.suggests the
.need for courses in methods of working with people--how to
`,identify the relationship between personal and 'social
probams and how to involve clients in problem-sOlving
are examples. In addition,.the soOial worker's training
in human 7rowth and behavior, social policy, and socO.al
welfarte ,-..rganizaition should provide an important .asset .

to a ramidly expanding manpower field.

.C2ributions and Benefitd-An Exchange

If 7.7en'pwer workers are to deVelop the skills needed to
,

asaLs.,±-.Ln the interactioribetween,people with problems ,and
wgrli., tey will 1ave t.6 concentrate equally upon "How to do"
as- well as ."whalt to know.," They, will need a full under-
st=lin of both personality .and social thdory, buill-__ on
a h1:77,anLatic value base. They will have to know havrto relate,.
-in a ?rc.fes'sionalYmanner, how to listen, how to understand,
how to rzonvey a sense:of understanding to the client, and
how t2 F.killfully aSsist the client thr8ughout'the process .

Of e::pl.:)rng, testing, anexpanding his work potential.

Social 2rkers over the years have accumulated a fairly -

exte:Isi-e knoWIedge about service delivery. Certainly,
we ha-,re:-'t done the perfect job in this area but we do
have .2t knowledge of the organizational structure, and
comp,Lc7ted functions,ef publiC service systems,. We have
expe. lal knowledge s)f the relationships between.the
publ_o ::,-nd private (non'-profit) sectors of the economy,
we h:-- been immersed,in understanding, SWeloping and

J
usin7- oocial bervices. Our profes sorl has been, perhaps,
too -auch obsessed with profession systems and interlocking
professional networks for service; but given a possible
overemphasis in this area, we may be able to offer something

, .

ao;

a"
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to a eW and inexperiented field. In tta's regard, I yould
underscore the importance of communiteorgani2btion as a-
useful component in manpower systems development.

Social work has .also had a parallel involvement with the
middle and upper-middle classes. Social workers' experiences
with_social a4encyboards of directors,,for44cample, have
given them access to the private system andt--special,'
if not peculiar, characteristics of upper:.-middle class
decisionking. Its knowledge and,experience with middle
class decision-makers also can be useful in an expanded'
manpower field.

From the educational dimension, social work has had to
, transpose direct practice exPerience to a conceptubl level,

to make it transmissible for.teaching purposes. Iam referring
i

, here tO what Alfred. Kadushin has identified as social work's
own body of knowledge in comparison to."borrowed rtnowledge."1
Manpower as a field of practice lends itself well to the
inductive processes" which social work theorists have us
in conceptualizing.practice experience for teaching.

Benefits that social work can get from manp wer-7which might
well be us to"fnfuse the social work cu iculum--are the. ,

concepts of the meaning and va1U6 of- wor1 in this society;
precise exaMination of the fatuous generalizations about
,both,work pnd leisure.time, knowledge of the entire manpower
system and work system (including/oMployment counseling and
rehabilitation counseling), the significance of labor and
labor unions as social institutions in the United States
and their contributions'or hindrances to-manpower programming;
job development concepts, job testing instiuments, thejlature
of first line supervision, in ifidustry as compared with
sutiervision in the social welfare agenciesand the important
distinctions between the two.

Whether for purposes of enabling more involvement in manpower
e

or to increase our :c'apabilities for, working i'n otpe-r-expanded
se.Ar 'ce systems, social workers need,tojearn a lot about
demog aphy and the handling.of masses of data through auto-
mated systems. These are Eamiliar to the manpower field.

...111.111.1Mme

1
Alfred Kadushin, "Knowledge Base of'Social Work," in'Issues
in American Social Work, A.J. Kahn,ed., New York-; ColuMbia
UniVersity :7ress-, 19 39-79,
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J-Soclal workers who have had 'opportunities to,see data
collection, organization and retrieval systems in the
United States Labor.Department, for example, have looked
into the top of an exotic boutique of potentigl information
data syst ms for both manpower and social services planning..

-

A closer linkage viith manpower operations may also bring,
.to social workers another dimension for analyzing'our
educational dilemmas. f refer here to the application of
systems theory to curriculum. development. ff nothing el.se,
it'sguicker than the committee process.

9

Social work can bring something speciaL to research in the
manpower field, namely, the relationship between work and
the dynamics=of family life or family life styles: What
does work as a social instrUment do to.family-life? In
respect to long-term dependent families, who have'not
experienced work as a,part of the life style,''' what does

-4-equired work doto roles? Dofamily role networkschange
and as a function of work? What impact does this have' on
family functioning?

We wilI need in social workto'introduce academic content
in macro-economics and_political science (not just-political

ztheory), and, ipf course, we will need to develop field
instruction work placements in manpower settings, both
in direct service and in planning.

'-,--:--The dilemmas we have faced in social work education will be
,

exaderbated as we link ''into manpower.

The problem of, relationship4rtWegn on-campus, acodmio
education and apPlied education (fiel instruction) is one

awhich manpoWer educators face today
=
d one with which We

have long exp4ience. \A deCiSiOn in the early-'20's put a
._heavy emphasis on aPplied knowledge, -The decision iS. viewed
by,some as having been higlorially ui/Ortunatel' But ap the
current debate suggests, there'is'still:no general agreement.

Anotherquestion is.at which'educational level Cértain"tasks
'should:be taqght. John:Nilaild has stated that ditreot,service
in manoower shoad-betaught atthe undergradUatelevel-. It

'is'coincidental that many educator's today are"Saying the same
-"for sOCial.ydrk. .The coneept of a continuum In education; ofL

,
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recent vintage in social work education, addresses itself to
this question. What should be the entry requirements? At
what levels ought there be entry? What should be the faculty
qualifications? How do we recruit? Whom do we recruit?

I am ,suggesting that-those questions which' have plagued social,
work over the years might be clarified within the context of,
education for manpower. I believe this betause the goals in
manpower are more precise, more definitive, and perhaps easier
to measure than have been the usual goals of social work
practice kemoved from manpower concerns.

Many of those who have,buiit curricula for the manpower, field
have emphasized the necessity for interdisciplinary approaches
Tile demands and tht needs of the manpower .system (based upon
the concept of'a dual labOrmarket) strongly suggest' that
social work would be and should be a significant part. of"this
intedisciplinary effort. If one also includes private sector
needs, the interdisciplinary base for manpower eduCation and
practice becomet even wider,

6

The time is right for the involvement of 'social work with
manpower, not only because of the expanding,market in the
manpower field but also because social work education itself
is undergoingMajor curriculum r6visions. As we question
what kind of social work should be offered at the unde±graduate .

level, at the-masters and doctoral level, and as we revise
our curricula at these variouS levels to encompass new goals
for social,work education,'we have an excellent opportunity
to exnmine manpower education..

-I think there is -an-Opportunity now for a pooling of resources.
Wareat- -a- veiled interface, each fisld vaguely perceiving
the outlines of attraction in the other. We need to lift the
veils.
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TOWARDS A NEW EMPLO4YMENT STRATEGY: ONE CITY'S VIEW

Lucille Rose
New York City Department of Employment

We in the Department of Employment have designed a\ compre-
hensive manpower development and employment strateIy for
meeting the employment needs of both public assist nce
eligible and non-public assistance eligible segment of
the city'S low-income work ,torce.

Implementation of .this strategy entails a new program approaci
and a, maj2r redirection of ggency resources toward the accom-
plishment of four policy goals:

1. the pJejulacernentoflow-inconern
regu1artable first and absolute
priority, so long as private sector jobs are
available; and the expansion'of public service
meallaymelLtapaLtunkjeA in the public and non-
profit sectors only when there are not_emagh
opportunities in the regular economy;

2. the creation of lobs in the public aAd non-profit,
sectors for the cihronic,allyunenTIoed_y_, those unable
to secure competitive jobs in the regular economy;

3. the prayision ,o_f_trainkia, not as an alternative to
employment, but as an adjunct to at least half-time

,p2rtiSi.pation in employment, when it is necessary to
bring an individual to a skills level sufficient to'
enhance or maintain his 6Mployabi1ity;

Lucille Rose, Deputy Administrator/Commissioner of the
Department of'Employment of the Human Resources Adminis-
tration in New York ,City, heads a recently created
department which is one of the first in the country
to develop employment services at the municipal level.
She.helped to develop its predecessor, the Manpower and
Career Development Agency, one of the original components
of New york City's anti-poverty program.
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4. the establishment of a sin le administrative structur_e_
designed to optimize the use of tipe_sityl_s_monies for
training and employment programs; and the developmenLt_
o.,Ea_sinigef_Lz_..ea.dssterrjc;f,skrnpreiitr2sj_.ye,j_atfarateg_
cen;ters forthe delivery of manpower services.

We are attempting to 'deal rationally and realistically with: '
the problem of chronic unemployment mithin an urban eccinomic
environment characterized by::a substantial reduction in the
amount cf federal funds available for training, educational,
and Work experience programs; dwindling market demand for
unskilled labor; a plethora of individuals whose-,skills
level is non-existent or insufficient to qualify them for
existing jobs in the regular economy;.and increaced pressure
on employable public assistance eligibles to seek jobs in
the competitive Market.

The dimensions of this unemployment problem will be'familiar'
to most of you here today, concerhed as you are with the
problems of cities. Active unemployment in New York City
has hovered at a level much abOve-200,000 people for more
than.two years. An unknown number of workers are now inactively
unemployed, that is, they have stopped looking for'work because
of their perception of.their chances in the current market.
Of the city's total unemployed, an estimated 70,000 employable
adults, family heads and single adults, are now receiving.
public aSsistance; approximately 30,000 employable rehaili-
tated addicts are curreptly receiving' Aid to 'Diabled-
Additidnally, among the pnemployed in this city are 35,000
vetetans. Hardest hitamong the low-income unemployed are
those populations'eligible for the Department of Employment's
current programs as well as those eligible.for the Department
of Social Service's income maintenance and service programs.

Strategies to place this population directly in available
jobs have met with failure. A case in point is the massive
New York State Work Relief Program, operated through the
New York State Employment Service, which was unable to place
more than 4% of the population of 30,000 public assistance
employables referred to the program during'the first year.
In addition, statistics obtained from NYSES reveal that 26%
of all.those referred claimed to be unemployable. Such
strategies assume that Stable jobs are available.for which
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thbst of the population involved can compete. The meager
performance of such programs ordy delineates t e fallacy
of their strategic assOptions in light-of tl current
market--a market which-has experienced/de ease of
252,000 blue-collar, entry'level jobs, for nskilled
laborers in the manufacturing industries, a,market in
which there is currentlY little'or no de and for the
unskilled, under-educated recipient of/Public'assistance

:although the system hasifound him medically employable
and required he report:hi-monthly to the New York Statei
Employthent Service for' private sector job referral and
placement.

I1
, , /,

On the other hand,/strategies which rely heavily on treining
as the, means forAoving the unemployed low-income population.
into competitive/emplOyment have also performed far leas
than satisfactorily under cdrrent conditions. The popUlation
eligible for training requires extensive educational

I

remediation as a prerequisite for job-lrelated training
Coupled institutional.skills and'related education training
programs such as those-oPerated by the WIN program and MCDA
have failed because: ,

*.they have tried, within too limited a period of time,
tocnarrow the education and skills gap to put employment
opportunities paying sufficient income within reach of
this population;

* they, have failed to consider how those for,whom the gap
is being closed will be able tb compete for regular
employment with those whorAlre not similarly handicapped.

The high drop-out rate experienced by the WIN and MCDA training
programs has cdnfirmed our belief that no training program
designed for responsible adults can succeed, if it is presented
as an alternative to employment. Attendance rates can be I
increased-only if appropriate rewards are supplied. The only
effective reward for participation in training is employment.

Given the employment conditions in New York City, and the level
of competitive employability of the city's low-income work
force, neither a direct placement nor training strategy by
themselves, but a combination of the two--namely, on-the-job
training and subsidized em loyment--is an appropriate training
direction.
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Hence, it is based,on an understanding ot the current market
and its ability to absorb the city's unemployed employables,

'that the Department ofEmployment.has,determined'the'following
'program strategto dea14:1diredtly with the problem of
unemployment within the low-incomework force:'

* adirect job placement function administered,in
cOnjunctior; with the.New York'State Employment
Service to screen and place.that Segment of the
population who are structurally unemp/olied, but
potentially ready fbr,immedjOte placement
competitive employment;

through payments issued to employers, the provision
of on-the-job trpining wherever possible to employ
that segment for 'whom only a marginal adaptation
need be made to render them job-readY;

* to the extent-/financing-is.available,: the placement
of persons whd .cannot, be placed in competitive
employment in public 'service jobs funded through

,
diverted public assistance monies and funds available
through.other government'budgets;

* and, finally, cutting.across all,three of these programs
the placement in 'training and educational programs of
persons participating in employment in order to upgrade
their skills level and to enable them to earn an income
sufficient to\maintain a decent standard of living
relative to 'the rest of the population.

Toward the impletentation of this strategy, we in the
Department of Employment have proposed the following
programs.

The primary function and responsibility of the Department
is to meet the employment needs'of the unemployed low-income
'population o,f the city. Given that mandatq, we propose an
employment,pl'ogram enlightened by the following assumptions,
which form its basic underlying framework: that the most
appropriate manpower development prescription for marginally
employable persons is employment itself; that the expenditUre
of public resources to finance employment is more effective
to the restoration of employables to self-support and self-
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sufficiency than current cash assistance programs; and that
the public and private non-profit sectors can absorb and
utilize subStantial numbers of employables to provide basic-

s

publid services to community residents.

In illustration of the above policy in action, let me speak
briefly about the Work ReliefEmployment Project (WREP),
which will be ready for.implementation within a. matter of
days. The program will prbvide a minimum o`f half-time public
service employment in public and private, non-profit agencies
for up to-20,000 Home Relief,eligible single adults and heads
of households without diildren, for whom jolls cannot be
located in,the private sector; perform on-going -job. develop-
ment activities,in the private sector; refer job-Tready WREP
participants in private sector jobs-as these become available;
provide institutional skill§ training anljeducation to project
participants who have been enrolled in't146 program fOr three
months; and finan,5e on-the-job training within employing
agencie6 and organizations. Money to project participants
will be paid in, the form of payroll rather than relief checks.
The work environment will be that of a real job.

Another example of progressive public policy in.action'is the
supported work program, which will provide fal-time or half-
time 'jobs ih public and 'private non-profit agencies ap
rehabilitation for 4,000 addicts enrolled in or completing

1 addiction treatment;and eligible for Aid to the Disabled.

Additionally, the-Department is about_ to propose to the State
'Legislature a legislative'amendment that would finance a
program of_on-the-job training for participants in public

-

service employment.

With ,its emphasis on job creation, elimination of service
duplication among public agencies, and meeting income needs
through employment, our new manpower strategy will work
dramatic changes in the training program;

* To the extent that financing is available for public
service employmenE, training will .be provided only to
persons who are employed in public service jobs or in
the regular economy.

* Training will be scheduled on a part-time basis diuring
both day and evening hours to complement the client's
work schedule. :

t-
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'* Curriculum development will be job-specific and only
that traiiiing which will immediately upon completion°
qualify the enrollee for an identifiable job will be
financed.

* Discussions have been.initiated with the Board of
Education concerning the restructuring of their
educational program and their'assumption of 7:.spon-
sibility for the administration of p'rer-vocational
training.

The goal of the new manpower services program is placement
in Self-Isupporti,ng competitive employment. Placement in
jobs in the regular economy will be an absPlute priority
for all program participants. Only those persons unable
to be placed in competitive employment or on-the-job training
will be referred to public service employment. Training
(will be proVided for those engaged in public service or
private employment.

In order .V) avoid the fragmentation and inefficiency which
have:existed among sYstems reponsible for the delivery of
manpower services, and to promote continuity _n service
delivery to the city's low-income population, we propose
a single, integrated field system for service delivery,
be called the ComprehenSive Manpower System. -

Within this system client-applicants will be recruited through
direct linkages with community agencies serving the,low-income
poptlatLon. Direct referrals will be made from the DSS income
maintenance centers, the Neighborhood Manpower Service Centers
and addiction treatment programs throughout the city to
Comprehensive Manpower Centers (CMCs), within which the
functions of manpower serVices asseSsment and referral,
incomefassessment and disbursement, and supportive services

. assessment and referral are housed.-

Regular job placement services for the unemployed and under-
employed *ill be provided by the Neighborhood Manpower Service
Centers, by the New York State Employment Service and,by the
Comprehensive Manpower Centers.

Screening for ilicome, medical and program eligibility will
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occur within the income maintenance centers and Comprehensive
Manpower Centers.

The Comprehensive Manpower Centers will provide a full range
of manpower and employment related service's including: private
sector job placement, eligibility assessment, medical assessment,
testing, disbursement of cash assistance, and a case management
function which includes referrals to transitional public-service
employment, referrals to training and referrals to supportive
services.

The Comprehensive Manpower System has two distinguishing
features: the integration of institutional resources and
the case management system.

Integration of institutionalresources will be accomplished
. 'through the outstatipning of income maintenance staff in the
Comprehensive Manpower Center to determine :.ncome and .-progr-am
erigibi'ity tthe co-location of WYSES and Department of
Employment sff, on a pilot project basis, in at. least
one of the Comcrehensive Manpower Centers; and_direct,
on-Site access to the NYSES.computerized job-bank. in at
least or. of te Comprehensive ManpoWer Centers.'
The case -7-7.7=agement system has been developed in recogn:..tion

;of the : to prOCiide to all clients contlnuity in the
proViSion of'services. A singld case manager will be
responsible for coordinating all infOrmation on a particular
client. Supported by a computerized client trackinj system,
he will have access to the client's record and profile,
containing-demographic data, household status,: family status,
income and earnings data, employment status; availability
status and program status. Having complete accesS to job
bank information, he will be aware of the availability ot
slots and job openings andican explore with the client all
program options for which he is eligible.

The foregoing has, I believe, presented in capsule a Summary
of our,program goals and strategies. You will agree with me
that to translate policy into program requires manpower. I

want to direct your attention now to a consideration of our
staffing needs.

pursuit of the specific policies and programs outlined above.
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will require the expertise of four maior categories of staff:-
management professionals (including manpower development
specialists, urban planners, economists, human réSource
planners, etc.); social work professionals; community service
profeSsionals, paraprofessionals; and clerical siipport staff.

Management professionals, whose bpckground includes extensive
experience in manpower,development, planning and resource
allocation, fiscal administrationLi etc. are needed to staff
all divisions within the Department of,Employment:

* in the Division of. Programs, to develoP,re:1.3mmendz. ons
as to the sncscific population, groups to be served
the Departr and the ordering :f priorities.for serving'
each; to develop recommendations as to resource reqmire-
--lents, design and content of prozrams to serve 7amicus
population groups; and to develop recommendations as to
ow the Demartment's programS are to be implement_ed.,

* the Div:._sion of Administration and Contract ,-;,en-v-Lces,
co perform budget administration, fiscal monitozi2,g_
personnel :.dministration and staff development WiPhin
the Department.

* in the Division of Training and Supportive Services, to,
dtvelop and manage the Department's citywide and regional
contractS fór trainin'g; to certify braining agents or
vendora forrindividuaPpurchase of service training
contractsT to develoP training prograMs for.participants_
in subsidized public service employment; to'establish
training standards and schedules; and to develop training
curricula.

the Division of Employment Programs, to develop,
j.mplement and monitor employment programs' in.the public,.
privateand non-profit sectors; and to perform the labor
market Analysis and job development, the contract
develOpment and monitoring necessary to program dZvel-

,

opment in each of the three sectors.

* in the Office of Management Information Systems, ta
develop and maintain the Department's automated and
manual information systems, quality control and employee
productivity programs; and to-develop long-range systems
plans for Departmental programs and objectives.
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Social work professionals a e needed specifically to manage
and operate the new field sy 'tem for manpower service delivery-
detailed above. Within the s stem's Case mahagement unit,
we hope to employ'social worke S as case managers, responsible
for developing a complete emplo ability plan for each client
and for piloting a client through, the employment and services,
process.

To perform this function, we are lo
whose abademic or experiential backg
cf labor market economics, as well as
sociology, and other disciplines which
of people in groups and the laws that a

king for sociai workers
und includes a knowledge
ocial -Dsychology,
onsider the behavior
ect them.

We want to recruit Professionals and para,rofessionals from
community serviCe orgahizatiohs to help, us to Assess client,
Service needs and the best waya to,provide them. We see
,these individuals..as vital links in our client field system
,for recruitment and cutreach funCtions' as well. z4r

/ in Conclusion., let me add that the massive staff development
'necessary to get our'prografkls off the ground dependS largely,
upon the academic community._ We will be looking toviard that

'community to supply us with individuals whose skills can meet
the demands of the jobs which need doing here in the Department°

'of EMployment.
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TRENDS.IN NATIONAL-MANPOWER POLICIES,
PROGRAM PRIORITIES AND STAFFING NEEDS

0
Davis A. Portner

United States Department of Labor

States and localities will be soon gaining.a significant new
role in hel=ing to determine the orientation, allocation of
funds, and clientele of national manpower programs to be
administered in their jcuri7dictions.

The drive toward program decentralization and decategorization,
.deor "manpower revenue sharing," is part of the Administration',s
continuing effort to strengthen decision-making at,the state
and local levels and to coordinate the' use of available ,funds
with local labor market,requirements. This combination of
decentralization and decategorization'of programs is designed
to tailor manpower activities to area labor market conditions
and to the needs of an area's target population.

In keeping withthis administrative thrust, the principal
trend in manpower activities in Fiscal 1974 will be the
'6evelopment of a comprehehsive manpower delivery system at
the local level. These new delivery models will bring
existing mnnpower programs and delivery systems under local
direction and control by,combining most programs operating
in an area into a single grant'under the sponsorship of the
mayor, county executive, or other elected officials. The

governor will assume(sponsorship for portions of a state'
which Lie outside local manpower revenue-sharing jurisdictions.
The planning and consolidation of aCtivities that-must precede
the execution of such unified 'grants will take place through
Fiscal 1974, and the majority of 16"bor market areas shduld be
operating within the revenue sharitng configuration by the
year's end.

Davis A. Portn r is Director of the Office of Po1icr Development,
Planning; and Evaluation for the Manpower Administration, United
States Department of Labor. He has also served as Assistant
Administrator of the United States Department of Commerce. As

a professional economist, hethas_specialized in manpower and
industrial econömics and held positions in state and regional
bffices'as well as in Washington.
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Existin7 manpower legisltion provides th' iIel;tuthorty and
adminiE=ative initiatives -for moving into5the revenue
sharinc design and away. from the single--purpose program
concept. toward.a consolidated service,approach. The impetus'
toward z:lonsolidation.of programs and coordinated delivery
of ser-7-toes was visible,as long ago as 1967,when amendMentso
to the Economic Opportunity Act called for the administration
of fou: programs authorized by the'act byone sponsor.at the

Other moves'in the same direction included the.
creati= of.the Concentrated EmploymentsProgram and the Work
.Incent±7e Program as- manpower systems, each offering a

contint'Lm of services to a particular target group of
;.manpoez.- -clients, -

e
-

In 1971, the proposed ManpoWer Revenue Sharing Act was sent..
to Congress as one of-the Special revenue,sharing
That proposalnuld have giNien wide' discretion to state and
localngovernMents in determining the useo,f manpower fundE.:
flowing into thei ,r. juri'Sdictions so that Services could bc.
tailored to fit the-specific. needs ofthe area. -Althodgh
the proosal t,'7-ys not enacted into ,1aw, the:principle of
revenuo,shjl'i44 has been adopted through:the General Revenue
Sharing Act of61972, a move which .has increased local elected'
officials° awarenesb of.the-potential influence they, can
exert over federal programs operating within their political'
jurisdiction, even-under existing law>

1

The. Manpow Administration has taken several steps. within
the limits-of eXisting legislatve and adkninistrative
author.1ty to incXPase the involvement of local of'ficiAls
in the planning and operation of.Manpower'progrAs. The
first such step was the funding of about 1,200 manpower
planning staff positipns under state and lodal elected
officials .The second-was redesign ofthe Cooperative
Area Manpower Planning SysteM (CAMPS) to place eachstate
and local committee (nowtermed a Manpower Planning,Council)

-

clearly under the aegia of state and local.officials. 'The
third'step initiated in 1972,. was,the development of pilot
comprehensive manpowerprOjects under :the authority of local
elected officialsin a few test areas. ,

Programs that will be.inCluded in the Comprehensive revenue
rsharing 'model:are many of those funcled under the Ec=omic
jDpportunity Act and the Manpower Developmert and Training
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Act. The WorkIncentive PrograM maY' be incorporated into the
local manpower reVenuesharing f5rogram packages, when it is
clearly_desirable to do so ,and such arrartgements can be
effected. Ideally, the wide.array of manpower ac4vitiea
in.the, Manpower Planning COwlcil areas should be included
under-the comprehensive umbrella, but 1oc4variations in
the'extent of control exerciSed by%the px4me spOnsor are to
be expectea. At a minimum,.beforejts approval, each area
comprehsnsive plan will_be.ekpected to indicate clearly what
working relationships have been established with (Aher PrograMs,
operating locallyand Wth the public emplc*ment.dervice.

As tip the question of numbers of.personnel and the types of
skills needed for administrationof manpower pkograMs in the
1970's, our Office of Research arid Development has funded a
nutber of studies addressed to this topic; Grant recipients
have included Columbia University. I leaVe to the ad'ademicians
the-Subject of precise curriculum content'requisite to /
development of a manpOwer Osivelopment
T can giye you an overvieW of Our program staffiiig experienbe
to date,'and,our_pest estiMates for the future.

-

As to numbers of personnel needed under, the Manpower Revenue
Sharing approach, let me Mention a few factors which will
undoubtedly affect thse requirements. .planning staff for
given\local!.ties will vaty depending on th'e quality of
management Aills already available or obtainable by,the
elect* qfficials. Some localities will stress basic education,
some will favor skill training, and some will advocate public
employltient. Some lObalities will discard expensive programs
in favor of less costly ones wpich can serve 4reater numbers.
Studies have disclosed that iV takes onehalf as many
professional practitioners for JObS as for inst,itutional
type traiqing. Accordingly,'the types of programs selected
for emphasis will be a major factor. We anticipate that
some prime sponsors will _practice frugality since under the
(mRS approach they will be "spending their own donors:" How'

much duplication presently exists in current programs is not'

known.' Whether most sponsors will make major.efforts to
eliminate the fat and effect reductiOn by project consolidation,
and other measures, or whetaer we can develop a sufficiently
sophisticated monitoring system to see that it is done, remains
to be seen:

0
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ere e several resources available to us t0 make personnel
projection estimates.

One is a study condUcted under our suspices by the Bureau of
Social' Science Research of operntionul fAtiff enqnqed in
manpower contracts funded as of May 1970. A second resource
was the FY1972 experience of the pilot Comprehensive Manpower
Program in Albuquerque. New Mexico. The last resource reviewed
,was our planning grants program to the governors and mayors
instituted several years ago but expanded in FY 1972.

On the basis of such analyses, one may
estimate for FY 1914 of toughly 50,000
turnover would probably average 2.5 to

artive at a staffing
positions. Replacement
3.0% per ,year.

. On the'question of potential use of public employMentdp.vograrlis
in an active manpoWer policy, the administtation does not ,

favor continuing-those programs authorized by the Emergency
Employment Act in 1971. The basis for this position Is that
the EEA was an emergency and counter-cyclical measure when
unemployment was a't the-6% 1el. Since.that tiMe'unemployment
has deClined; private sBtor jobs have increased; and the
ability of local government to meet demand for public serviCeb

- has improlied. Moreover, mo'st EEA benefiCATies were experienced
and relatively well-educated workers who fitd little 'difficulty
in finding cbmpetitive employment. On the other hand, public
emplol;ment programs are not suited to the disadvantaged who
need a wide range of services in dddition to a(7,job.

It shouldtalSo be noted that local prime,sponsors Cat continue
to prOvide public service jobs under MRS if they"elect to do

, so. 1.4inally, I should add that the longer a PEP program is
continued, the greater the temptation for local governments
to build future budgets r.ound federal fundq7-in'effect
replacing local \funds with federal funds. -.

5 1
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CONFERENCE.NOTES'AND COMMENTS

Ly in the conference, Russell rri,xon described the purpose
the gathering as."pouring a group of manpower adminis-
tors and experts in a bottle with a group of social workers
educators, shaking-it up and seeing what happens." He
arked- on the uniqueness of this meeting--manpower and
Lal work people together--and described the need for
arer definitions of functions and skills. The following
nents, excerpted from notes and transcripts, address the
ir questions discussed by the conference.

$HOULD SOCIAL WORKERS BE INVOLVED IN MANPOWER?

et me identify, the strength in social,work .that'I see
ts a person outside,of the social work system...

ie found in our studies that caseworkers who had
?esponsibility for employable clients frequentlY had
ligher placement rates than the, employment services
tnd WIN...They saw their responsibility toward the
3lient. They used whatever'cOmmunity network they
(new about to try and find a job...They were not
>imply matching a person with a job in some paper.
3ense; rather; they were doing a very'personalized
)roker service with an understanding of how the
3ommunity works...

lost studieS-show that most people find their jobs on.
;heir own, even if they have been to the employment
3ervice or are referred from manPower prograMs,.,But
;he manpower programs tend not to know very much about
;heSe informal contacts.,.The j:nformal netWorks operate
Ilmost indepedently of the formal institutions that
ve create through legislation and funding programs...

Che orientation of the,social worker who know:s how the
3ommunity works and how people function in it, who knows
lhout family contacts and has a sense of the social' :

elationships that people are involved in; is a
?articular contribution that is lacking in the manpower
7ield and must be brought

Martin Lowenthal
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One of the problems that ran through the speçies..
is that when they talked about social work, they only
mentioned counseling...,

The mahpower establishment is heavily ringed.around
withA'r,aetorian guards who happen to be economists...
Someof the institutions in the manpower fielcl are so
rigidified, so calcified'that what they need Is a
reawakening...One problem that economists don't touch
is that of inter-organizational rela.tionships, of
coordinating'multiple social service, programs and
agencies...The economists and the psychologists miss
the orgLknizational framework...

One of the strengths in social work is that whether
we are organizational specialists or caseworkers,
whether we're into community development and planning,
our interest in service delivery means an organizational
focus...

.The organizational.framework we have is-more Challenging
than that in the schools of business administration...
yet in the 1960's more than 80% of the training programs
fer manpower experts were- in schools of business or
public administration or private management consulting
firms...

The big problem is trying*to convince gate-keepers
that the social work curriculum is at least equiv'alent
to anything that ths schools of.business administration
turns out, but that it is different and takes care of
different kinds of problems...

Louis Ferman

I'm one Of these manpower peoplethat you all try to
reach; but I still haven't the slightest idea in the
world of what the capabilities of social.workers are...
Will you please tell me what you have done so
beautifully in social work that we should buy?

Janet Pinner

.\

..Generic social work skills and human orientation means
partiCipation, sensitivity, understanding individual
and organizational behavior...
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We should be teaching classes .to people who work for
.the employment services so they will understand what
social Work_is. It's not jktst casework, its not jus,t
group work,,it's an undersVariding of group dynamics,
of human needs. And that/properly belongs in planning
and adqinistration.

Barry Gordon

Certainiy, I think that we in the ..manpower field-see'
the need for the'kind of ski11s1Nre think social workers
have;..

Many of the programs funded now do not carry.the
components that will help make.people j.ob-ready... ,

Many pf the people,before they get to some 'placement
agency, have had other social services:..ButSocial
workers freqUently hav,e no concept of what the job
market is like, what labor laVis are, and wiaat kind
of, skills are necessary for a certain job...These are

,things that social wol4kers riould

We have not seen the opportunity to join the two
disciplines...For the last three,years,.I have been
try-cc to get social work students into our agency
for field work. The reason we havenot been able-to
do that is that we don't,have an M.S.W.. on staff to
supervise them. ,Iore Openness is neceSsary, or other,
views how social. work might cooperate with manpower.

George Carsons

The 'contribution that social work can make is the
human element...

This is a very significant contribution to programs
that are fast becoming dehumanized...Social workers
can be particularly effective change agents because
they come with expertise, feeling and skill that I

don't see anyone else involved in the manpbwer program
having right,now...Under earlier administrations,
programs were confused, but at least they were human.

Social work students should.be placed in manpower. ,

programs as a mechanism for getting these ideas into
these programs...Students who have had experience in

5 7
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manpower programs should be recruited into schools of
social work. I think this double mechanism can effect
change much faster than some other measures that I
hear going around.

James Civivis

Our Employment Eligibility operation was set up as an'
income Maintenance program, but we are doing more
scial work than any other section of the Department
(of Social Services)...

Social workers should ,stop,thinking about separation
of income maintenance and serVices and think in terms
of the whole person again...-You can't ,just hand,money
out to people, you have to work with them...

In spite of all the manpower trainin and all the
fancy-sOunding phrases, in spite,(4, ll the studies
that have been done with sophisticated matiiematical
models, the simple truth is that more people are
finding jobs on their own-because an,intereted
caseworker or community development worker came
in COntact with them and did something that turned
them on to thinking of getting4 job..:.Now that's
What social workers half, to Offer. ,

Florence Gitten

WHAT KIND OF PREPARATION IS NECESSARY?

In my company, the thing look for first in staff is
somebody who has empath3i, cOncern.about human beings
and how to worV with them..;;,,The field of manpower is
an art...It calls for the capacity to make personal
relationships, which is not gotten out of textbooks
and classrooms. You can study social work and you
can study ManpoWer; but if you can't relate to people
then yOu can't do a good job in this fie2d...

Secohd, I take people who have, had personal experience.
Our trainers, our manpower specialists frequently are
people who themselves have.been disadvantaged and have
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been brought back into the labor market. We promote
from within...It's not enough to place; a:person; you
have to work with him, stay with him, and make sure
that the seeds you have planted will take root and.
grow. Career development is just as important--more
important-7than the first job.- We:must establish
continuity between the job and the employee..

The third thing I need is.somebody who can talk to
the private sector. I find that esoteric manpowerk
specialists and esoteric social workers candt talk
to employers on a compatible basis. They just don t
know how..But if you can show the relationship
between-manpower as a resource and the resultant
industrial payoff in terms of' dollars and cents,
of having' people not drAsp .oUt of the labor force, .

of not having to subsidize social services, then
I,think we will get somewhere...

Samuel Ganz

trIless we deal with what an economist would call the
demand side of the labor market and its behavior,
unless we teach people about racism in employment,
about organizational bhavior arrd organizational
reality, and unless we some to-understand how these
problems get in the way of opportunity, then we
engage in a futile exercise...

We operate manpower progeams in which-we leave the
employers virtually free to decide what their staffing
patterns-will be and how to fulfill them; how they
promOte and by what criteria; who they will hire;
how many they will train; whether they will provide
upward mobility;, whether they will'accept a seniority
system' for promotion and firing, and so on...

'\\

Must we acc,ept these standards that the world of
employers, both public and private, hand down--their
rules of behavior, their assumed rationality--without
challenging them, without,scrutinizing them?

Sumner Rosen

5 9
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Whether you want to work with the manpower system,
undermine it, or avoict'it, you need to know something
about labor markets and labor economics....

Whether you work with clients in manpower programs,'
in casework, in group work, in community development,
what goes on in the labor-market is not so simple...
You cannot know everything by reading the want-ads

What manpower people have to bring to others is the
.concept that out there is a system of many labormarkets,
or'organizational components and responses...If you
really understand what you'r'e up against,,you can move
against that institution to move people into it...

One does have to know about licensing, restrictidris
on prisoners, credentials, Civil Service requirements,
and all the other things that make,up the organizational
aspects of the labor market...

Marcia Freedman

We must stop training bureaucrats and start training
innovative people....

We are all in the manpower Tield, everybody has some-
thing to offer to solve what's been a very tough social
problem...It really doesn't matter whether they are
economists, of which I aM one, or social workers, or
the new:human relations experts.

What we need is to break out of the mold we've been
in and start looking at innovative!ideas...

Sheila Akabas

I see a new picture shaping up today...

There is a strong tendency to break down some of the
rigid barriers. The people who hire or the people in
education are asking much more often; what do y9t.u. know,
what can yolt do, or what can you learn to do, rather
than what profession are you training for and what is
your titie...

Jean Scaloczi Fine
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WHAT JOBS EIAV2 TO BIA DONE?

We find ourselves doing everythihg in riinpower plannihg,
whether it's analysis of the. labor markat, evaluating
programs; or giving technical assistane to one of the
categorical.manpower programs...

As a manpower planner, with CAMPS, I deal with:

...Labor ma ket conditions in my political jurisdiction

...Demogra'phic inforMation and research methods

...Fiscal management and budgeting

...Legislation pending in Congress

...Political relationships at local, state and'national
levels

...Program ovaluation and monitoring

...Organizaional- management

Professionally, I'm a.social worker,...The only other
experience I had in manpower was in the Neighborhood
Youth Corps Summe'r Program for three years and a field
placement in a vocational rehabilitation progr6,m...
It Was minimal background-for what I'm doing now...
There are so many different functions in manpower--
job development, job counseling, ma!npower planning...

Oscar Best, Jr.

The social worker involved in planning public employment
programs must be concerned with services for clients...

It means that it's not only the job for the client that
you're 'concerned with, but the supporting services as
Well, such as child care facilities for a welfare mother...
It means attention to the "client-flow" system--from
the point the client starts at the outside, until he
gets to the job--so thereAre the fewest obstacles and
frustrations for the client.-

Elizabeth Lubetkin--

The continuity of service is crucial.

Often there are excellent services, but people get few

6 1
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benefits
'separate
not only
know how
approach
Pldnning

because th serviceS_ are provided in such
and fragmetted ways...We need professionals
to provide counseling, but also people who
to negotiate systems, who to go to, how to
people in corporations, service agencies,
groups... -

KL1-t Spitzer

Essentially what's, wrong with we can't
get caseworkers in public welfr, :Linelgrs and
placement people in the employmen together...

They need to focus on client needs d develop a
comprehensive employability plan, _1poating
necessarYsocial.services.:.The sul WIN programs
are the ones -Where the -people have togethr,
almost in spite of the system,.to (lc) kind of_jo'b.
It's really as simple a.8 thot.

Charle Odell

The Department of Social Servites and the' Empl'Oyment
Security Commission (in Michigan) have .a mutual stand-off...

In our study of Michigan's WIN program and how the
departments coordinate with each other, one of the
major findings was that:they have virtually no contact
with each Other...They deprecate .each other -in terms_
of ability to-function together, ta,provide_an,integrated
service for the client, and in .terMs of their own taining.

Interestingly enough, they even view the cliaAt differently.

Philip Marcus
7

found in our stUdies, with the experimental Short
Term Service Modality, that there were four Major things
that social workers had te'do.to get welfare mothers
'ready to go to work..;

1: They hd to spend inordinate ameunts of time on
making connections, bringing clients and services
'together, explaining how arrangements coUld be made,
going to the supermarket, the school.

6 2
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2. 'They had to make service delivery concrete and task-
oriented. With the clients they liSted all the things
that'had to be done and picked one for .a contract.
This was an episode of Service.

3. When hat task was accomplished, a second was picked,
either to be done by the client herself or as ailother
-episode of service.

4. They had-to evaluate, with the client, what,happeed
in ech episod0 of service.

This fits-in with the goal-oriented service delivery that
the federal government has been talking about.'..The social
worker has to do a zreat manysmore things than .just
'relate-' to the client...

David Franklin

Of 12,00.0 clients who came to our center, the largest
- number were middle-aged women mith no education,,no
employment history and no training. Employers don't
want them, training sessions don't want them. -Wha't

do you do with'these Women?

The young men, 16 to 25, for the most part neither drug
addicts nor alcoholics, have chips on their Shoulders.
What do yoU do with them?

The young women were more interested in employment,
but they have such a terrible image of themselves
that we.had trouble getting them tO look all right
to go out into the community for a:job. What do you
do With them?

The older men, mainly from the-south and the islands,
are stable but have no education and only farm work
experience. What do you do with them?

And the menfrom 26 to 40 are mainly ex-convicts and
alcoholics. They are unattached, their eating habits
are poor, they are in-poor health. klarge number
suffer from malnutrition and other serious ailments.
They will not go to a. doctor willingly. About 65%
were unemployable: Of the reMaining Ones'who were
considered employable, about 60%..had a temporary:
ailment. What do yoU d6 with them?

6 3
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WHAT SHOULD SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION DO?

We can prepare more-people fOr work in,the manpower
.arenP more deliberately than we have done in the. past...

It involves discussing placements and ways of working
i.ra different settings...whether,)it is-fUnctional in
this day and age that all field work Supervisiem must
be by M.S.W.'s, whether:we'need to revise courses to
include a field..offpractice in 'manpower and the world
of work'....whether, indeed, we need to prepare
specialists for thib field of practice the same way
we do for practie in-family agencies, correctional
sevices and the like:,.and, whether we need to get
input from tIle world of work into .t,he basic c,..lrriculum
so that'it to,uches all social work students...

Paul Kuzzman

.11 We have to get beyond thinkingthat when you work
outside.of the "social worker" title, that you stop
dOin social work..it's not true and it's not
professional..

Mylps Johnson

'One of the greatest rcarriers facing us. is the expansion
.of field settings...

Other agencies are very willing to accept our people,
but we ourselves have been unable to escap- the shackles
of what we haVe locked ourselves into, this M.S.W. game,
and actually move, out there..

Marvin Peit

Many social workers are manpower 'specialists_

The question, should be how totrain social workers to
be better manpower specialists, rather than asking
what cansocial workers offer in the abstract. We'
should concern ourselves with bringing information
about manpower activities into the schbols of so':ial
,work...

Susan Pass
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Most Of us don't have the:luxury of a self-contained
curriculur: in manpower...

,We have to compete with othev subjects and classifiction
systems...We ried to fight for the things we can
realistically tn .into the curriculum if we believe
they ought to be there:

,

Jerome Zimmerman

How far any faculty memb'er can go hinges upon how much
freedom .;.n!'e's 4n curriculum building...

If there are students who are interested in getting'
ino manpower problems, we can wqrk to create field
opportunities in manpower agencies...We can offer a
program utilizing r.he resources of social work and
other departments...

Gerson David
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Ap?ROACHES TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

THE DIMENSIONS OF HUMAN RESOURCE POLICY:
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR

Herbert S. Parries
The Ohio State University Department of Economics

In all honesty, I must start.bv saying that I have virtuallif
no knowledge of the current social work curriculum, nor am I
aware of the curricUlum issues that must,exist among social
wcrkersLss they do in every other discipline and applied
field. If I can.make any contribtion at all to the under-
taking in which we are all engaged, it's got to be to present
a view pf the scheMe and dimensions-of manPower; or, if I may
use the term, human reSources'.

What I'd like to do then'is present a view'of the dimee§ions
of human resources and human resourcepolicy, and let you
then establish the connection between that on the one hand,
and the concerns of social workers on the other,4 In addition
to that, and as a kind of illustration of it, I then want to
refer to an interdisciplinary program in human resource policy
that we have developed at Ohio State University.

Russ Nixon observed in his introductory remarks that there is
a certain vagueness amIng manpower people with respect to the
dimensions of the fiel*ai While I'm sure that's true, I want-c
to state at the koulz.set-that there isn't much vagueness in my
mind; the vagueness that exists is the result simply of the
fact thaz not everybody who purports to be in the human
resource field agrees with the conceptual framework that
I have,

I start with the proposition that human resources means
simply man in his productive role; and that human resource
policy, therefore, relE2tes to all those public and private
courses of action that are designed to.enhance the effectiveness
of man in his productive role.

Herbert S. Parnes is Professor of Economics at the Center for
I'liman Resource Resea:i7ch of Ihe Ohic State University. He
directs the National Longitudinal Survey. Project sponsored
by the Department of Labor.
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I'm quite aware.of the fact that there are a good many people,
and I should-be surprised if social work doesn't.include many
of them, who kather resent the definition,of human resources
in terms of man in his productive role;.that there is a kind
of almost moral aversion to viewing man as an instrument, as
an agent of productiof rather than -as the/end for which all
prOductive activities are designed. So-I\should like at the'
outset toemphasize the fact that because I choose to define
human resoutces in -thisN7ay, by no'means should it be taken to
signify that I regard the productive role of 'man as'tomehow
Primary. .There are many other roles that man plays, such...as
a spouse or a parent, a metber,of a community,,a citizen of a
nation and a member of a_world community; and above all else,

.as thinking and feeling. All of these roles are important.
The oni thing I do argue is that atong the roles c man is
Ilia productive role and this role is important'both to society'
and to him. It's important to society because, as Eli Ginzberg

uhas pointed out, the:human resources of.a natiOn are the wealth
of a nation; and it's important to the individual precisely
because the effectiveness with.which individuals can perform
their other roles depends in,large measure on the degree to
which they are effective in the productive role.. This is
simply another way of saying that when you scratch a social
work problem, you find a manpower problem.

Well so much then for the concept of human resources. Now,

what are the dime,nsions for human resourc policies; that is,
W1-.at are the respects in which the effectiveness of man in,
his productive role can be enhanced? What are the processes
through which this occurs?

One_useful way, certainly not the orily way, of categorizing
the'types of human resource policies'Ts the following: s

First_there are human resouIse_cleyelaamtrolicies; that'is;

the,development -of human'resources. This' has several dimensions
The most obvious of them is the creation of vocational skills
and knowhow; consequently, the whole educational process is .

relevant, as are all the training institutions of the soCiety.

But human resource development includes more than srmply the

creation of'vdea05onal-skills. It includes also the development
of what,May he cSaled labor market skills; that is, the knowhow
of getting along in the labor market, what the .dimensions of
the world of work are, what the span of job opportunity is,
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wliat the (7.-enues of approach to various occupations.are and_
how .one makes oneself attractive to employers: These.also
include how one goes about looking for a.. job and, finally,
the development of appropriate work attitudes. That's
another. wali of_saying.the development of a capacity to
subMit to:the regimentation inherent-in an industrialized
system; a w_illingness,to get_up each-morning, get going, and
sO-fOrth, That'sahat1 mean-by human resource' development.

A second aspedt of human resource polic, is human retource
allocation. By th.i's I mean matching workers and jobs, making
certain that the worker whosevskill'S', and kowhow and attitude
have Seen developed axe distributed most effectively among
the. available jobs; most effectively both from i:he standpoint .
of the needs of the'economy and from' thestandpoint of his
own.aspirations and tastes._ This,eMbraces\such activities.
as vocational guidance and counseling,.the adtivitiesOf the
public employment.serViCe plus getting. people,initially into
the.right jobs, and ,developing all -of th6se polities that
promote-desirable kinds of labor mobility while inhibiting
.useless milling around in the labor mariket.

third component of hliMan resource 15bliqyLislahat can be'
called. human 'resource maintenance, or. conserVation, which
includes two major compOnen.Es. -First, tht.Whole area of
.publit health and particularly preventive medicine,end
secondly, the whole series of income mointenance'programs
which from one point.of viewthe.point of view which most .

of you are'accustomed to recognizing-represents a humanitarian
motive. But these income maintenance programs may be looked
at as another:concept:'that is, as a means of preserving and
'conserving valuable prodUctivb capacityduring the period in
Which individuals fox one:rcason or another are'unable to
Rpherwise'utilize them.

Afourth aspect of human _resource policy is one that, depending
upon how broadlyLonewigieb to define it_f_c_ouldeinlaracefzery.-:
thing talked about So far: humanJresouce utilization'. In
the thcrlope.festricted definition that rim reserving,for
th term,'it means.all f those'pqficies that are designed to
avold waste in'the use of available human resources. It e.ntails
the stamping out of allAcinds of disdrimination, 'for' exaMple:

- beCaUse discrimination.upon an age basis,,, upon a sex basis,'
upon,a cblor basis, 2,1?on'rellgion basis, indeed on evey' -
criteria unrelated to functional performance,, is not only
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al outrage but a kind 'of criminal,waste. Hume resource
zation itself embraces in the.private sector tle whole

.
of personnel'and industrial relations policie on the
Sition that the effectiveness of the human being in the
ctive-process is not unaffected by that complex,of
ies.-

although I don't think it is a human reSource policy,
Ike to mention something-which is-really frOM-Some-points
ew more important than anything that I have mentioned;
is, tht_genfral economic polic.I of maintaining a high
of demand.. Unless there is a sligh level of demand.for
and services and therefore for labor, it doesn't make
to worry about productive input.

.11Dose.in having gone.through that liSt is tO try to deduce
it what human resource:specialists ought to know. The
thing that emerges from that conceptual framework is

perhaps it makes more sense not to think of a human .

rce specialist, but rather of :groups of human resource
alists. Broad concepts may indeed be needed for the
of individual who has a very grand and fairly good
ption of the whole sphere; the kind of'person that
Harbison of Princeton has called the huMan resource
.egist. But in a world of specialization,, the fact is
most of us'have more narrowed specialties. In this
!pt of human resource and human resource policy, there
large number of occupiational specialties that are

rant. The teacher is a human resource specialist, the
Ler is a human resource specialist, the administrator
.aining programs.is a human resource specialist, the
:tor of an employment service is a human resource
alist. Going even further, the educational planner
human r,:source specialist as is the health planner,
.abormarket analyst, the personnel director. The
;trial relationa direCtor and the union negotiatcr are
human resource specialists.

now tempted to add the social worker as a human resource .

.alist, not,because the social worker is or indeed should
7iMarily intereated in man in his produCtive role, 'but
!r. because the social worker's concern for the'total
Ire of-the individual'cannot ignore the degree to which
Ino*kions effectively in that pr.-Auctive role.
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The 'reCognition that there is a series of human resource
specialists leads me next to the proposition that there is
no single curriculum for the human resource specialist.
That I accept as an article of faith rather than anything
else. It=seems to me so terribly logical that I,donyt
really understand how anybody can differ with it. Each
of these specialists that I have mentioned, and perhaps
some others I haven't thought of, can perform this specialty
TrIore effectively if he understands how it fits into the
framework that I have described.

I think that one of the sources of the htman resource problems
that we face is precisely the fact that educators.and trainers
haven't und,--rstood enough about the world of work, they haven't
.been sufficiently mindful of the world of work. By the same
'token, I know from my awn experience that manpower'specialists
and' planners are limited by the fact that they krlow too little
about what goes on in tche educational syStem and are too
uncertain in ,their own minds as to what could go on in the
educational system. -E%Oh Of these specialties can profit
from an understanding of its connectionith each of them,
and of the way it fits ino the grar ?,eme of things.

.That has lead us at Ohio State Uniw:,sity to work for the
development of an interdisciplinary crriculum in human
resource policy.

One aspect of the curriculum is an interdisciplinary seminar
which is designed to do precisely what I have just described,
namely, to bring together individuals who are preparing them-
selves for a specialty in:one or another aspect of this total
human resource area. :This is done so as to.allow each of *them
to understand the dimension of temhole area, and to allow all
of them to profit frOm each other's individual contributions.

!

This seminar is under the guidance of an interdisciplinary
,

faculty committee that includes two members.of the Economics
Department whose specialty is labor economics, members of the
faculty from Preventive Medicine, Education Development, the
Department of Psychology, the Department of Sociology, the
School of Public AdministratiOn, and the Department of Political
Science. We don't have a School' of Social Work represented,
but we do have a social work student in the seminar, and we
have had social work faculty representation on an informal
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basis. We'have run this sminar.three times with the nuMber
of-students ranging between 17 and 25, so we have a :r:aculty-
student ratio,that'is probably higher than anything in the
University.. The students come from'all the fieldt represented
by the faculty plus social work, agriculture, commerce, and
r.tral sociology because we embrace the human resource.problems
not only of the contemporary United States, but also of
developing economies throughout the world.

We start with a conceptual framework which I nerally present
and which is generally an even mere'lonT-wir -1 elaboration of
the one that I began with here.

Then in the second week we talkabout the econclric concept of
drawing in a simplified'and non.-

technical way on the' work of such people as Gary Becket and
Theodore Schultz, etc., developing the notion that human
retource' development is a process Of capital formation,
which from a. standpoint of itt wealth-producing capabilities
'J..s completely analogous-to the prOcess Of physical capital
accumulation, that is, the building of factories and productive
machinery, etc.

In the third week, we spend time on popUlation policies, talking
about demographies in general. Here is one of the areas in
which the sociologists make their cOntribution to the seminaT.

't

In the fourth week, we talk about employment policies, dealing.
with matters that are reserved for the very end of the'presen-
.tationrthat I made7 in other words, general economic.policies
designed to promote high levels of demand for labor in the
economy.

In the fifth week, we deal with educatip_aal_polLaies for human
resource development, looking at formal educational systems.

On the sixth week, we have human retourde development outside
the formal educational sy_stem itself. At the Most recent
seminar we invited in Gerry Somers from.the University of.
Wisconsih"to talk about the whole of training situations
outside the formal educational system in the United States.

In the seventh week,: we talk about health care policiet. This
:was the realm of the Preventive Medicine meMbers of the faculty.;
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-

In the eighth week we brouuht in a delightful eConomist,
Leonard Hausman from the Heller School of Brandeis, to talk
on income maintenance policies.

In the.ninth Week we .deal with suffl.c_iensiLan.,g.Lfgai.ty_of
,labor market operations, which is a jazzy%waY of talking
about the way in which the-labor market/tends to,operate
in the-absence of conscious interventiOn, and the respects
in which the normal operations of the,4abor market can be
relied upon to' produce equitable .andSsufficient results.
NOw this, of course, is one way aaking what kind of
labor market policies are requiredin'order to overcome
the inadequacies of a free labor market,

Inhe tenth week, we look at one aspect of human resource
Utilization: the quality of wOiretrieracel, the whole,ara
of job enrichment. In the moSt recent offing-of-ihis
seminar, wa,brought in Jack Barbash-m-the_Dniversity of
Wisonsin to deal with that topic.

The second quarter of the seminar is devoted to an examination
of techniques of human resource 'planning, directed largely at-
the-concerns of the educational planner: the manpower planner,
and health planner, etc.

The third quarter of the sequence, which we are now involved
in, iS a Tracticum in which.we develop practical research
prodtcts.: that are relatecLto the students own interests.

IFor instance, at the. mdment my:colleague Chris Kel(ly and I
:are working,with three Students,'two of whom are social workers,
j.ipn the following question: the Governor. of Ohio has taken the-
Position that "You lust give me enough money and I'll Show you
how manpower programs ought to operate. What we'll do is
develop employment opportunities in the public sector for
disadvantaged individuals, particularly those' on welfare."
What we are doing with the student,group ia a practical piece
of research looking at the extent this strategy can be relied
upon:. in the short term, ,the characteristics of job opportunities

, in the public sector, and in the longer term, the kinds of job
opportunities that can-be generated in the public sector; on
the supply side, the proportion of the welfareipopulation that
can be expected to'be absorbed in this kind of a scheme. ,I

mention this because it illustrates one very practical aspect
of cooperatiOn between manpowPr specialists on the one hand,t
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and-social workers on the other.

I don't think that a one-quarter seminar such as I de-Yibod
is'enough for the purpo:7.e y talking.about. For, instance,
one of.the two Social.workers who are irivolved in this seminar
has take'n the labor market. course that I offer in the Department
of Economics. Over -the period in which ,we offered the,seminat
there have been three Social ,00rkers who have taken that labor
market-course In that course we do indeed talk about the
kinds Of labor market.changes and problems that you're involved .

with; the difficultis that-it's impossible in .a one-quarter
interdciplinary seminar. But I guess if I could be
presumptuous.enough tO recOmmend what I would regard to
be the minimum input into ,a social 'work curriculum it would
be at a- minimum, a semester- or .a quarter in labor economics,
provided it is the right.kind of course in labor economics,
which Incidentally is increasingly difficult to find .these
.days and particularly in an economics department.- That, plus
some.kind of integrated seminar Of the kind that I have
de:Scribed would be the minimum., .
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MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT FOR PROFESSIONALS
A SPECIALIZED MASTERS DEGREE PROGRAM

Henry Cohen
New Schk,)ol for Social Research

When one is addressing curriculum problems from the vantage
point of a professional school as distinct from an inter-
disciplinary seminar program such as Mx. Parnes described,
one must struggle with the mix in the curriculum between
the theoretical and the practical. So I would reduce the
problems to three elements for consideration.

First are thePlezIA.121_211m, second are the knowledge
_problems, and third are the Lp_traliaLl_taaata: the three main
compOnents of the instruction situation.

As for the value cruestions_that have been raised, frankly I.
think that if the social work cpmmunity is going to get into
the issues of manpower, it will be doing itself a disservice
if it starts with an adversary point of view. The way ,in

which we deal in our program with the value question is
twofold: we have instructors with almost every conceivable
point of view and we have a broad mix of students.

remember the first faculty meeting last September, when
all of these different people from the world of work and
elsewhere were getting together and becoming caught up as
a faculty. Trney'started saying that in order to be of h'elp
to the students, each one should be relatively neutral, not
telling his point of view. I said to them, "No, I'm getting

Henry Cohen is the Dean of the Center for New Ybrk City Affair5
at the New School for Social Research. He was Deputy City
Adminlstrator in Mayor Robert F. Wagner'S Administration and
First Deputy Administrator in the Human Resources Administration
for John Lindsay. He helped to develop the original manpower
programs in 1960 and recently created the specialized M.A.
degree at the New School in Human Resources and Manpower
Development.
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you in because of your point of view. That will enrich the
point of Niew of the student as well as ot the program." In'
effect, it seems to cie what the studenf.s have to be engaged
in 'as part of the teaching prOcess must be the result of
every point of view including points.of view as seen from
the business community, or the different business communitiest

I

ther'k'., is no unified point of view.

The Way one dealp,with the value question is not by a party
,lina in the school of soCial work, not an adversary position,
but rather by a curriculum which bringS in diTferent points
of.view.

The second way. in which we deal with curriculum probleMs'--
mixing our studentswould be a little harder for the School
of social work. We have students from different disciplineS,
from all agencies, from private business ahd voluntary agencies.
In each class people ale being exposed to different perceptions
(yr' the world of work.

It's been fascinating to me, as one of the inventors of the
concePt of the manpower sYstem, what a narrow conception of
the manpower system, we have had. There,is an enrichment
p,ocess that takes place with regard to the.broader manpower
listem and the human resburce system when you have,a mix of

/studehts and a mix of point of view.

However, in writing a curriculum, don't expect much help from
the practitioners. You cannot expect them to give you more
than clue words to what they,need in a:person; nbr can you
expect even to receive the,clue wo s systematically or
L:omprehensive1y-7-nor.can you exp-ct them to be consistently
imaginative enough to define something that they might use
if they had it, but arent aware of how useful it could be.

. you have to get beyond the fact that practitioners aren't
defining skills they need.

Avoid the tendency to devote yourselves to the barriers and
hangups so that nothing happens for a year. Your strategy
has to be how to avoid the limits of the field, the limits
in your own profc'sionall of the philosophical dilemmas
that are really.hangOp issues. Don't depend on the practi-
tioners.; don't depend on your students for the answers.
Keep moving.' Defy the ordinary laws of gravity with regard
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t.o program. development...

Another thing we discovered as we were getting clue words
from.all over the world about what was needed in a manpower
curriculum, was that there was ,so- much to be incorporated
that it couldn't be done in two years. We decided\to break
talp our semester into two parts.

Initiallywe offered all the,courses on a seven week basis;
imagine compressing a course on "Sociology of,Work" into
seven weeks! Well, Parnes compresses it into one evening,.
so I guess seven weeks isn't all that bad; but can you
imaginecompressing a course in "Planning and Methods" into

.seven weeks?

We discovered in the course of the first semester that in
some areas the compression was just impossible. The faculty
and stuflents complained that before they gained altitude
they were already having to reach the landing point. So,

with a sensitive ear to the faculty and students,--I,decided
what were the subjects that most needed stretching out to
fourteen weeks. As a result, some courses are seven and
some are fourteen weeks.

But if manpower content is to be offered within the framework
of other professional programs, one of the things to explore
is how it can be integrated into other courses in the
curriculum. They don't all have to be manpower courses.
If there is a course in "Social Planning" or "Methods of
Social Planning," build some manpower content.into that course.
You don't need a separate manpower course fo 7. every field.

Now let me enumerate some of the courses that we are offering;
I'll just red for the moment from our first year's outline
because I'm still working on the second year. Certain things
that I can assume would be covered anyway in a social work
curriculum, for example a course "Economic Politics and the
.Sociology of Poverty," I have to :)ffer as an individual
course in this program.

Our course "Sociology of Work" will have a different emphasis
depending upon the instructor. It could deal with work in the
history of man, approaches to work in different cultures, a .

cross-cultural view of work with different theories of work:
the Marxin view of capitalism and labor, the capitalist .view,
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the woi.k ethic, the Protestant view, and with More current
issues in terms of quality f the work experience,, work
satisfaction, llisure time and the whole set of work issues-:-

Incidentally, it would seela to me that thatkind of course
wouldbe a good one for all social workerd, even if they
aren't goi9g into the manpower field.

&ext we have a number of courses to deal with labor economics,
labor markets, the structure and dynamics of urban manpower
and manpoWer economics, and we're going to have anintroductory
course in econothics because we find our people can't effectively
understand some of the terms,rused in the labor market courses
without:some basic background. This is a course that moat
social work students could take elsewhere in the univeraity..

Then we have a basic introductory course in the field of
manpower as a required course for all students. We offer,
one course in "Learning Theory and Problems of Special Groups"
and arother one on "Process in Career Development,'' that's
the new language for the counselor. We have another basic
course on "Training and Overview" and we are going to offer
more courses in the training field. We have a full semester's
required course on "Quantitative Methods of Manpower Research."

se.7en week course on "Managing a Manpower Prpgram" covers
the elements in manaqing staff probleffis, budgeting problems,
organizational problems, and service delivery problems. We
are offering a fourteen week course in program design that
is both conceptual and methodological in character.

-Then, partly because, we think people in the private sector
need exposure to:the perspectives of the public sector, we
are offering a courE,,:in. "Public-Private Sector Relationships."
Two powerhouse instruCtors are doing it jointly: the State
.Industrial Commissioner and the Vice-President of a major
Securities house downtOWnhand]ingit sort of as adveraries.
Other courses in managing'large scale organizatrions deal with '

the nature of organizations and some human relations personnel
issues.

In the second year there will be some very practical courses
such as a seven weeker in 'Program Writing.'" Again, to the
extent that social work.programs deal with proposal development,
:thord would be no need to set up a separate course for manpower
students.,
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MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL WELFARE:
AN INTERDISCIPLP r1CTORAL PROGRAM

Dennis Derryck
Brandeis University

Florence Hellx School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare

The manpower program at the Heller School 7as designed,:to
relate to the other programs that exist within the rest of
the University, and to take into consideration what exists
at the other universities in the area.

s
Since schools are limited by the resources of their own
:.faculties, the Center was established as a separate program,
but it .has only one full-time staff.meMber. How do we
handle this? We haye a program where all, our modular
courses are taught by people from.other universities--
Harvard, Tufts, Boston University, Boston College, North-
eastern University.

In trying to develop a full curriculum in the manpower area,
and in looking at the problems of generic and specific

,
iknowledge, we\discovered that it s specific areaS where

we can't find\courees. Therefore, we use modular Courses (
that run from two to eight weeks and develop them aroudd a`
given area.

In particUlar areas,.we pick up other courses to et the
,skills and techniquds that have been developed in order. to

Dennis beriyck ds Director\of the Center for Manpower Adminis-
tration and Development at the Florence Heller School for
Advanced Studies in Social_ Welfre at Brandeis University, a
program underwritten by an institutional grant of the Department

. of Labor. He helped to develop and was Research Director of the
Joint Apprenticeship Program, a program co-sponsored by the

. A. Philip Randolph Institut and Workers Defense League,which
concentrates/on opening up minority job opportunities in the
construction industry through the apprenticeship system.,.
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bring them into the manpower area. For instance, we have
a course on manpower planning that ran four sessions,We
thought that, through the regular planning sequence, the
students would have already gotten basic skills and.then,
in these four sessions, they would.be able to integrate
manpower content into the conceptual framework.they learned
"earlier.

This is a Ph.D. program. We startioff initially with)a set
of core courses in four priority areas: one in "Urban Education
and Manpower Policies"; a,second dealing with the "Sociological
and Psychological Aspects of Work; two courses on "Urban
Economic,/and the Economics of the Labor Market"; and a very
special course on th,,, "Manpower Problems of the Disadvantaged."

It doesn't end there. There is a required course on "Income
Maintenance." There is a research sequence in which we have
such courses as "Oyrational Research and Complex Variables,"
the course in "Mul .Varied Analysis" is a requirement of all
our Ph.D. students in the manpower area.

We get a mix of views by opening up all our modular courses to
seaff from statemanpower offices, from regional federal offices,
and the CAMPS directors. Students within the manpower program
therefore get a range oE views ftomjhese various agencies in
a number of courses.

-The program is heavily research-oriented and it focuses on
structural problems and how they affect the employment of the
disadvantaged. We telate:a great deal, 'for example, to the
gerontology,program and doctoral research on.the employment
problems'of workers over 45--the gerontological implications,'
whether or not their training should be specialized, where
their placement should be in light of their coming retirement.
We are also developing a course.on the "Administration of
Public Programs" at the Harvard Business. SchoOl, the Kennedy
Institute, and the Heller School. We are all working out the
type of courses that should be taught jointly, at.Brandeis,
ot rotate'd among the three schools.

In studying the primary labor malkets, we have been concerneAl
about the situationaa and institutional cOmponents that affect'
.individuals, and have come up with two sets of str.uctural
factors.
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The first includes the factors that are intrinsic to the job,
such things as customs and traditions, fact s involved with
discrimination, on-the-job problems in each p ti filar

industry.

A second set of factors are called exponalities, such as the
role of the federal government in intervening with Equal
Employment Opportunities. Strangely enough, we find ourselves
classifying almost all of the supportive services, when
relating to the primary markets, as befng exponalities.

,We are j.ust finishing one study showing that, despite,
counseling assistance and negotiation before arriving at
a particular job, the primary labor market still presents
an entrant.with obstacles. For example, discrimination
and on-the-job problems are so inter-related that we find

. there are almost no supporting services that, in a traditional
sense, can be given to individuals once they enter the 'primary
laiDor narket situation.

We have also just completed one study on the apprehticeshil.
system used in the construction industry, the most primary
job you can get, and despite average wage rates of roughly
$4.75 per hour; we all know that there are high drop-out,rates
for the minorities, and in general for the whole system.

SO we tind ourselves with a dilemma. How do we act as agents
in adjusting to these things of custom and tradition? Once
you teach an individual to negotiate a system, pass an exam,
there is very little, in the traditional sense, that can be
done to assist thel(1.

The problem is a critical one for us as educators and be.Qause
it affects our decisions about where we fit in as change
agents in the primary labor market.
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INDUSTRIAL SOCIAL WELFARE:
TRAINING SOCIAL WORKERS FOR THE WORLD OF WORK

Hyman J. Weiner,
Columbia University Schcibl of Social.Work

A conceptual scheme-is not going.td be very helpful to bridge
the gap between the world of work and the world of social work.
For years they have passed each other like ships in the night.
The issue is how ,to develop a 1inka7--and linkages come from
program development.

If °sChools of social work.want to get/Close t6 the world of
work, they've got to pay attention to serVices to people at
least at t.wo endsTof the traffic--th point where people come,
tumbling out of the labor force, anfl the point where they
have to getback via the rehabilit tion,route.

At the .Industrial Social Welfare Center, we Address ourselves
to three types of Social worker_ The primary type is wbrking
in the world of work. The.s6cond would be in,a mental
hospital or social agency, trying to help a dischargeeq
patient get back to the world of work,. TheHthird typet-.

is the manpower social worker.

We see the social"WOrker in relation to the world.ofw Ik'as
a,coOrdinator or -mediator between the client and the ork
world. We conceptualize-that the client d(ies not know.wht
he has,to do to make it and survive. Even though' he
have been in the work world a long time, he needs a reaSsessment.
The world of work does not know how to incorporate or integrate

We do a very 'narrow', conservative, not comprehensive, assessment

of work problem's. We.ask only whether 'his probl,Ms interfere
with the woL-ld of work and staying there.

Hyman J. Weiner is AssoCiate ProfessOr of Social Group Work at ,*

the.ColuMbia UniverSity School of Socia14Work where he direCts
the,Industrial Social Welfare Center, a progrrAm he founded and
originally developed with the Amalgamated Clothing Viorkers

Union. 7
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The social worker has to learn to operate in several worlds--
between the client and the work world, between the client and
hii family, and .betweeh the,client and social, health, and
Welfare assistance systems. The social worker serves in a
coordinatingcapacity. Ne performs a variety of tasks:

* The social Worker(has to locate customers. For example,
when you go into-4 labor union, you must meet with
every4ne, froth shop stewards through management. A caSe-
finding teChnology and 6 case-finding network gets
developed.

The social worker needs to know what symptoms, what work
habits are not Making it in the world of work..

/
* The sOcial worker has to provide counseling and,employ)
6bility planning. ,-- A

Sometimes this includes counseling againthose systehks,
that interfere. For example, th.6rker finds that the
first day on theljob he does, not like to be talked.to'bY'
the foreman. We work at that--how'he responds to the. '''

.foreman, what did he doldoes he:really want *hat job,
how he has to hold backsome_of those impulseS. This

, .t
,

is a .question 6k impulse control..
1

. .

u

Sometimet-counseling includesfatili.work. /There arc:,

.

.

clients who r6ally cAnnot respond to any ki d-of
counseling.becauSe./ithey are locked,into rel tionships-
with the family. Learninghowto identify Conditions,
iunde ;. which you reach out to family metbers\is important.
\

,

* The:social. worker does jOb development when he makes an
9mployer w'no has hired one,client hospitable to another. ,

* The social worker follows-up., He keeps on-going records-
of the client,and his work world. Each social workerr
does. his own aSsessMent and, aft thirtydays, 'gets the
clients.

* The social worker works iththe'work organization--the
shop steward, the foreman, the ,manager He provides

,consultation when the client and his boss are at odds.



Ld finally, the social worker handles'the client's
al_th and welfare problems;with the employer or labor

Lion and intervenes with--health and welfare agencies .

wins the right to call the agency on behalf of the

lion. He, puts some responsibility on the world of

)rk, so they can work hand in hand.

ding is involved and consultation is involved. If we don't
:hrough to the Managers and the unions, then we do not make
the world of work.

le social worker, therefore, bas to sit down and learn
le industry, and that is where the People in the world
work educate the social workel.

Ise our sociLl work training on ;L'Aie available curriculum,

/e have deVeloped a special course :called "Social Service

le World of Work."' The program started originally with
Malgamated Clothing Workers' Union,and is,now based at
2o1umbia..University SchOol of Social Work. We have nine
11 work students placed in-various positions in the world.

)rk, some for a union lobby, Some for a department
union. 'Ou. nin purpose at the,Industrial Center ds not

te get peoplc the world of work, but to keep them

8 3



WHAT EVERY SOCIAL WORKER SHOULD KNOW:
GENERIC MANPOWER COM- ONENTS FOR THE SOCIAL WORK CURRICULUM

Edward E. Scrywar.
Washington Univery

George Warren Brown School of Social Work

Our task was to indicate what every young social worker
should know about work and em,7loyment, in other Words,
what should be.the general compOnents in the curriculum
of schools of social work.

Ne took the graduate-school of social work as a point of
departure and discussed modifications to the curricula of
the standard graduate school curriculum.

A fact of life that we recognized was that manpower services--
or the world of work, however yoU want to term it--is probably
only the latest in a whole series of'specializations that
social work education has recognized. The social work
curriculum is\already considered by most soCial work educators
to be rather overcrowded,'so it is not possible to add to
any existing curriculum large segments of additional content.
Rather we would introduce concepts relating to the world of
work and employment as unobtrusively as :possible, but
emphatically.

1

We considered our task within a kind of a latin square deOign;
Taking four quadrants, the access or, horizontal 'quadrant call
be divided into macrosystems and microsystems. In the vertidal

\

Edward E. SchwartZ is a Professor of Social Welfre\Admin.i.s,
tration at.the George Warren Brown .School of Social *rk, lie

earlier spent a good part Of his teaching career,at the
University of Chicago School of Social Service Administratin
where he was George Herbert Jones Professor in Public AdMi-nis-
tation-and Social Welfare Policy. He ilas had.a continuing,
interest in curriculum development. This. is the report of
the conference workshop which considered generic curriculvm
components.
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, axis, we have the well-known fal- dichotdmy of knowledge
and skill. We've left out attl,_. _ ljut the first quadrant,
knowledge of the microsystems, relates to knowledge of
individual behavior, human growth and development, and
particularly the impact of the sotial environment on such
growth and behavior. We developed,--perhaps, three major
categories of content, not as courses, but as emphases.

The first would be the meaning of work to the individual;
the second would be universal problems of workers; and the
third would be problems of handicapped worker's.

The meaning of work we understand to be the meaning of work
-to the individual in our culture, but,with some recognition
.oE the fact that there are different possible meanings of

, work.. We are particularly concerned with making the.
distinction between work as an expressive activity of human
action, employment representing,a status, and work within
-.a particular framewotk..

--- We think that consideration would be given a v8:iety of
lifestyles and ways of gaining access to needed material ,

resources,through theextended =family, barter systems,
cooperatives, tommunes, even possibly'an industrial mode.

We would consider an indOstrial mode of work pr employment
'in terms of both its cost and benefit; the problem of sociali-
zation of the individual tp industrial employmentl the place
of work in the life of moderri person , So much for the
philosophical concept of work and em loyment.

Then we wauld 'consider with the students what might be called
.universaI,problems.of workers:

* the transition from,,one position to anothr and the
crises which accompany such transitional ventures,
for example, movement from School to employment and
changes.of employment, including upward mobility'

s'eparation froM employment, unemplPyment and periods
of unemployment;

*, the transition from employment to nonemployMent
sometimes humorously known as retirement.

8 5
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Then we would consider the qvcstion of special problems
confronting handicapped workers, marginal wcrkers--the
underclass.. We would consider such individuals in terms
of the geneolOgy of their status and the 'esults.

Viewing this group broadly, we would consider workers who
are handicapped for physical reasons, mental reasons,
emotional and social reasons. This would include drug
addicts and alcoholics; persons stigmatiz,ed by institution-
alization in vrison, mental hospitals and\te like; the
socially handi-capped, including minority groups and
particularly the poor, whether they are poor by a lack
of education, large families or what have vou.

Then we would consider the special problems of the unemployed?
the underemployed and underpayment.

Now for our second quadrant, which would be mthods and skills
to be employed in microsystems. This means- in traditional
social work education terms, chiefly casework and group work.

Our first ten et would be a balancing out of materials both
in the classroom and in the practicum. This means for
courses, the development and selection/of case material
in which problems of work and employment are central--or
at least sivgnificant.

It would meani with respect to the practicum, a number of
options. One would be placement in/speci lized eMployment
and other manPower servioe settings. Ano her would be
placement in a More t7.ditional or, possib y generalized
setting,:witla_ stimulation of interest and focus on problems
of work and eMployment. A third, particui_arly -for younger
and less exPerienCed students, would be the use'of placement
as work experience. An effort,would be made to help a
student becorilf cOnscious of the problemS of work in the
large btreaucracies, the problems of receiving and delivering
:atthority, authoritative tranSactions, and in-general- :the
nature of organizational processes, including recognition:of
the problems of managers and the care, and feeding of your boss.

The'second moT.P3r emphasis would haVe students balancing out
treat-tient persPectives; inclrding more emphasis on such
modalities as advocacy, necessary confrontation, Or other,

8 6
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ways of working through employment problems with employers
in favor of employees; also the use of what is called the
industrial welfare system, exploiting resources. available
internally in the work situation, not only fringe benefits
and other cash benefits, but also possible services.

Then, moving from the work.situation itself to the larger
community, we would explore the use of comMunity human
resources not only in the traditional way of referring
people to health services, educational services, and the

but through interprofessional forms of work organi-
z-tion, including interdisciplinary teams and other methods
. ) 1

involving transactions with 'other professional people.

We would further need to see work through client perceptions,
and to study motivation in the employment s_ltuation; that is,
diagnosis and treatment.

Parenthetically, it occurred to me as I was working late last
night ovier this material, that possibly the reason that case
material and the general emphasis in traditional casework. has
--not been heavily in the work place is because Freud's patients
werechiefly.middle-class.Vi.enneie_women. We.think we have
emancipated ourselves from Freud, but perhaps we can now move
into new areas Of concern or at least share our areas of
concern between the boudoir and the work place.

The third guadrant.that we'll consider is knowledge of macro-

1

systems and what we commonly t ink of as,the 'traditional type
of curriculum in social policy, but broadlv.condeived. The
major emphasis here is to move out from the traditional view
of the, history and development Of social welfare toithe Work-

,

welfare nexus.
!

I

As one example, the Pbor laws ordinarily are c=isidered a
landmark in social Welfare legislation, but they-can also

,be,viewed as chiefl- a matter of labor legislation.

SecOndly, we would deal with the nanpower process and structure
in. the United Stat4 and the structure of the labor market,'
including enoug demographic considerations to at least
familiarizestu6:.mts with the sources of data and the terminoloqy.
The study of the labo r. morket as we call it here, is an old
fashioned study of labor economics.

27
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Thirdly, we would consider problems and frictions in the labor
market, with particular emphasis on governmental intervention
to eliminate such problems. This would include description
and analysis of manpower programs and services, and of human
resources program services that impinge particularly on work
and employment.

Finally, possibly, we would venture into some pertinent problems
of macroeconomics, particularly the reciprocal relationship

of unemployment and inflation.

Quadrant four turns to macro-methods, methods tc be used in
operating a large social system. We wouad consider that, again,
in traC_itional terminology. This would represent an application
of skills in adrrinistration, community organization and planning
to the neophyte social worker's view oa the world of work and

poverty.
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TRAINING MANPOWER PROFESSIONALS IN SOCIAL WORK:
A CURRICULUM FOP SPECIALISTS

Harry Specht
University of California Scllool of Social Welfare

For identifying what kind of knowledge must be included in
training administrators, prog-m developers and planners
towOrk in the.field of manpower, we separated out generic
knOwledge--the kind of things people would get in core
courses; speC_fic knowledge--the sort of things requiring

specialized courses; and-exPeriential knowledge--the sort
of thing -students would get in field work.

If we wanted to organize an entire. MSW program to prepare

,people for ar-eareer in manpower, th,?-curriculum plan would

start with broad conceptual am7ilyses of problems and the
d,L-!velopment Of a systems view of the world of work and

manpower, around which both course :7nd field experiences

would be organized. It would inclue training, problem'
definition anaifsis, statistical,mappings, manpower problems,.

manpower opportunities, causes, theories about probles of'
manpower, both from a struct1,7ral and an interpersonal point

of view, analysis' ,7)f curren 2I*ograms and policies, training
and p:oposal writis;- for manower programs, manpower planning,

program administration and m:7.npower,programming, program
evaluation in manpower and .so forth-

)

Mbst schools simply don't have the resources to set up that

kind ofa sel?ontained unit for individual problem areas.
In addition, the problem focus as a way of organizing ).

curritulum might be both too broad in some respects and

too narrow in others too broad in the sense that it attempts

Harry Specht is Professor and Chairman of the Community Organi-
zation sequence at tlie University of California School of Soclal

Welfare in Berkeley,' He has written extensively about commdnity

organization and social work issues. This is the report of the
conference workshop whidh dealt with curriculum needS for
students 13joring in program planning and administration.
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to prepare student's to deal with every hing in an institutional
area, and too narrow in the sense that if you are training
students for a career in social work you are often dealing
with young people who don't know about the institutions of
social welfare and its various modes of intervention. 'Focusing
on one problem area may narrow the perspective of the students
too early.

Returning tO the identification of geherie, specific and
experiential knowledge, I would point-out that social work
education is always struggling with this matter, as are all
profeSsions at different times.

Irisoci1 work I think much of the debating that go,--7 on,
4 for example, around ethnic content in the curriculum, is
often an issue of the generic 'versus the specific. Do you
in community organtzation focus on how students will work
with the black community or the Puerto Rican leommunity
specifically, or do yOu deal with the more generic problem
of how to gain entree to groups generally?

There is material in all of the introductory courses to the
various areas of social work training that provides students
with the kind of general knowledge they would need to work in
the manpower area, as well as any other. That is, students
require the underpinning of social science concepts that
apply across the board in many ihstitutions.

Far example, on of the items,of importance to manpower
specialists herj was the notion that you have to develop
a good deal of Jskili in group management, in being able
to work with d'fferent kinds of per-connel as well as
community grou s. That we tend to view as a kind of
knowledge and kill that is generic and would be found
in most MSW programs which prepare 8 student for adminis-
tration, planning and program evaluation. We would tend
to view as generic skills, for example, dealing with
legislators and local,officials, legal procedures, ;how
to use information systems, program planning, proposal
writing, analysis of communities, organizations' infludoce
patterns and power systems.

Now on the e-iTeriential end what students would get in .field.
work and various other kinds of experiences where they apply.

9 0
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ideas, would be such things as learning the names of different
programs, understanding the traditional functions of staff
within the manpower system, learning the Specifia rules and
routines that operate, becoming familiar with what Murray Frank
called the fraternity, the club that exists within the manpower
field.

An incidental problem that was raised in regard to expe/iential
learning was that many social work schools are reluctant to
use people as field instructors who don't have MSWs. This
creates a barrier to getting students into manpower institutions.
The workshop did not view this as a problem in the sense that
the essential question involves the educational experience:
what are the students getting and whethOr the person who provides
the instruction has the capacity to give it, that the MSW was
not an essential requirement.

On the issue of specific knowledge, we're not very'clear on
.whether this material should be given in special courses on
manpower or might appear in core courses as they were described
by Ed Schwartz.

FOr example, 2z)me tings I will 'mention could be part of an
introductory course on human growth and development, in nother
course given elsewhere in the university. The following, in
no.order of prioritY:, are major items identified as the
important, specific kinds of knowledge that students would
peed to be adMinistrators cr: planners in the field of manpower-

Firat,,,some preparation in sbciology, the psychology of work
and'the world' of work. Second, the study,of urban economics,
economics, of the labor market- Third, the developmc of an
ability to deal with'data on local labor markets ancl some
knoWledge of the soUrces Of data.on the local labor markets.
Fourth, the,impact o ublic policy on the labor market and
the impact of manpower policy on what Herbert Parnes referred
to as economic policy.to maintain: a high-level of demand or
stabilization, Fifth, the ins;:itutional arrangement,that
pertains 'to manpower agencies and organizations. Sixth,
methods of analyzing and assigning delivery systems for

,

manpower'programs.' Seventh, job deVelopmeAt skills; sUch
things asnanderstanding how to talk to people, industry,
how to deal with jobs-Creation issues. Eighth, career'
mobility planning, staff development. Ninth, an understanding
cf the-language and the factors involved in packaging progr.lms

9 1
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in the manpower a.-ena. Tenth, a collection of items such
as unionismboth pu,Jlic and industrialindustrial relations,
licensing, dealing with merit systems and civil service.
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TPJiNING SOCIAL WORKERS:
N.\NiT-OWER CONCENTRATION IN SOCIP.L WORK

-

valerie Jorrin
Columbia. University School of Soctal Wcrk

Our program at Columbia University, the Laboratory for CtAumunity
Programming, has been concerned with the development. Of a

field work program in manpower for social work students in
community organization and planning. It has three main
components:-

First, the students are assigned to work in various projram
agencies with_peo'le in res onsible oriitions who arran e
and supervise their work in the agency. Selection of,the
agencies, negAt'ations regarding program assignments and
supervisors, matching students and agencies, and.dealing
with any problems over the' year are all the,responsibility
of the Laboratory staff. In the terminology of the 4achool
of Social Work, students are "placed" with the Laboratory4
which then carries out and completes the field assignment
process.

Second; field instruction is=y_i_dedpy the staff of the
Laborator_Lained sociaLworkers experienced in r:ommunity

,

organizaticla, who are based at the School of
"Social-Work. Social work orienta'tion and skill is developed
in an integrating program carrier3 out by the Laboratory staff.
It includes indi\j2dual field instruction, weekly seminars
whiC : encompass special presentations by the students,-

Valerie Jorrin, Project Director of the Laboratory for
Community Programming, has long been involved,with field

programs in community organiz.ation and pfianning.
'Whiie with New York City's Housing and Development Adminis-
tration, she developed paraprofeSsional and oriN---the-job
training in the building trades 'for residents of poor
neighborhoods as director'of the:emergency housing, repair
prOgram The program of the LaboratorNi for Community
Programming is described in detail in 6 companion report
to,this yOlume.
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readings,'and guest lecturers,,and collaborative student
efforts on term papers,or other projects assigned in thp
classroom. The subjects ofthe seminars, papers and proctS
are all based in the field experience, but go far beyond
discussion of daily activities. The- provide opportunities
for advanced.york by the students individually and in groups.
In analyzing majorprogrammatic and political issues, the
students are able to compare different perspectives in
depthin this Case, the views of the manpower .agthicies
with .views generated bv a social work orientation.

Third, all students placed with the Laboratory are required
to take the course taught by,Russell Nixon, "manpower, the
Labor Market, and Social Policy." AlLhough this is only a
one-Semester course, it provides a basic introduction to
manpower, programs, policies, issucL and data sources.

k

We have folnid that a field work program (as contrasted with
a discrete assignment for one,student) which includes a
variety of assignments undertaken by different student
participants, (group seminars and,projects, and school-based
field instruction in combination with at least one course
such as ths one taught by Professor Nixon, does provide
meaningful training in the manpower, field within the social
work curriculum. ---

In each of our three years, the field assignments and over-all
activity of the Laboratory was different. This was a deliberpte
exploration of various options. We think that this third year
was definitive in terms of the agencies where the,studentS
work^d, and the quality and extent of the manpower-social
work relationships in which the students participated and ,

from which they learned about the manpower field; about social,
work, and about their own skills.

This year our approach was to develop manpower assignments
in government agencies at the city, ste and federal levels
that were dealing with aspects of related programs. These
,ass1gnments were in addition to several in our community
technical assistance progralm in, day care that we tlad
established the year before.

9 4
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Because of the current interest in."workfaren and other ways
of connect-ing welfare recipients with work program,-we
looked for assignments that -Jouid deal with these efforJ:s,

a pazticularly critical development for those concerned

with Social welfare.

This is the way it worked out:

One student was with the State Em lo ment Service where She

carried ta.t a research project coMparing WIN p6tticipants
who were working and off welfare, and WIN participants who

were working and still receiving welfare.

A second,student was.with the planning unit of. the Emergency

Employment program of New York City. She worked on the
last-phase efforts to move people from public service

employMent into unsubsidized jobs.

A third student Was a member of the planning and evaluation

unit of the New York City Department 'tpfEmployment He did

.an evaluation of institutional training vei.dors, participated

in a task) force stv.dy of macro-a-economie factors in. the

New YorktCitv labOr w'ket in preparation for-revenue
sharing, and helped develop e.!aluetion instr.uments for

the WREP program. (This is the attempt to move public
assistance funds into )1) creation which was descr,ibed

by.Commissioner Rose.)

A fourth student was inVolved with labor market ana ysis .

alnd program-evaluation at the ManpoWer 1.. ea Plannin Council.

'fie New Ycrk Gity CAMPS. He worked primari oh va ious
1

aspects of the WIN program.

The fifth student in Manpower was a member of the WIN task

force in the Regional Manpower AdministratoOs _Office.' He

was involved in monitoring how the WIN_program is bping
carried.out in New York and New JerSey.

These students learned about the vai a-.d implementation of.
Manpower programs, about their rel'ationship to welfare programs,
about enabling legislation and the .implications of 'alternate

policies. They were particularly interested in the Talmadge
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Athendment, just being imp).emented, and so,six or seven weeks
of the seminar was devoted to a detailed analysis of the
legislation and how it was being implemented.' Eac!h student
took-part in preparing and gathering,relevant material for
distribution to/the group, in presenting and analyzing the
ways his agenty or program was involved, and in discussing
how certain aspects could help or hurt clients. Everyone,
including the staff, lea--ned a lot.

The .n.ds of skills learned yere'analytic, prr--ammatic and
political. Program development, analYsis and (:7aluVon were
spart of every assignment in some way. Exposure,togiSlation
and its broader politics was also:basic, as ,qe1J as the more
mundane daily politics Ofceadh institution.
through the'Laboratory, the stUdents had their own:manpower.--
welfare-day care network. The were able-to help.each other
in their field assignmentsand in their'class work as a :

result of the inter-relationipsiof'th'e assignments and
their.involvement in a #ogra. whOse scope Idas broader than'
any Possible in a single-assignment.

None of the studentS were involved in any direct.Service,
butsince'all of them had already had experierwe they had.
a sense of wat happens to people involved in the,1 programs--
and 1.-.hey sensitive,tb.the dis.tance between-clit and
prog-am planner/. It would seem that people woekingin the
manpower field/as'planners and administrators Should have
some baSic knowledge and experience.at the client level.

Having ha the actual exper;_ence of. working With itlients
- made-our udent social workers almost unique in these

progrems here their colleagues were economiss, econometrists,
planners, Political scientists and other assorted manpower
professionals. It was apparent that client seeds as a.frame
'of reference was a distinct contribution.



,THOUGHTS FOR THE FUTURE

7

Jule M. Sugarman
New York City Human Resources Administration

'-

,Thinking out where you are going in a long-term trend, you-
have to look very carefully at the,pature of Manpower
problems in the veers ahead. ,1 susi5ect that the past is,

/ not goi,Qg to be pertinent-1 very preoise way since the
nat*e of the United Statesv Manpower problem will chanjuer
in sbme identifiable a6d other unidentifiable'ways.

One identifiable change will bthat the manpower pool, the
nutbeir of people of working age, is certainly \gbiiig to shbw
sharp fluctuations becauseof the changing birthrateboth -
upward and downward. That implies that there is going'-to
be More or.less emplo§ment. There are likely to be peripdp
of.severe'shortage of manpower in thiscountry; a,s well a'
periods of severe over-supply.

,

Secondly, the kind of people who are a paprt qf the manpower
pool are likefy to change'significantry. One'trend which
is clearly identifiable,is the involvement' of more and re
women in the manpower pool, women of all ages, women w th\
and withOUt,`childreil.

My own belief is that you will see'a mucE6heavier involveme, nt

'k:Of young. people in some ;fbrm of manpower pool because 1 expect
'that the essential. education 1 reform o.f the next decade will',
place.more and more high Sch Ol students in work:sitUations- -

-of some type. IfranklY ,don't.believe 6ere is enougti content
to fill up those twelve'rars nor is there, 6pugh iAterest on
the jart of the ftudents to stay twelve years-in school.

- /

\

Jule M. Sugarman, Commissioner of.the DepartMent of Social,
Services,and Administrator, of the'Human Resources Adminis-
tratcon, oversees all of New York, City's programs in social
welfare, manpower4youth, chiledren, and community actkon-c
He.waspne bf the originators of Project Head Stareand
served as Acting Director.of thd Office of Child Development
in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
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Developing.more.altenatives to-claSsrbom education is-doing
to have.a manpoWer 'impact. We_nOW have schools-without wajAs
where students concentrate heavily. on .experience, as,distin-
guished from formal6classrOom instruction. The Human Resources .

Administration operates an Executive Intern-Program for 800
studehts working-as special assistants% tossenior executives
in. the- public and voluntary field, without pay, but with a
.manpower development.-concept.

/
.

The coOperative edUcational program'in4 city hasiooeen long
established and I thinkWill. grow.substantially, I see a

V '.whole.body of new people being,added to the manpower pool ,and
Creating, of ,course, other kindk be; problems.

Lthink there will be Much mote continuity in educationl by :
that, mean peciple leaving school and working for periods of
time and coming' badk .to schoolin and out of the employment
market.. That's .going to create sOMe problems. ,

A third change is that the notion ofone career for my lifea
is becoming largely-obsolete as people -fiN themselves
changing their,careers Once, twice, or even more times as
'they, move along. Partly, this wouZd.be a reflectibn 'of jupt
boredom, that people don't want to do the same kinds of th)in s
again and again andogain. /
You will find'more older people comifii4c1,nto the employment '

market; again, partly.because of boredom with retirement
which iS really mor than most people can stand,\and partly
because the economics of life are suCp,tliat people on pensions
and social security are oftep not adequately supported. A lot
of them will be forced back into the market at least on a
parttime'basis,

Fourth,.I think that the educational systeM' will iMprove..
I kpow tha's a big'assumption, but I.think it will improve
to the point where remedial effort, now the buolk, of many
manpower programg, Will diminish in iMportance.

N.
They won't'have to have English'asize 'second language, theys ,

wont have to have training in basi/c won't%have
to havelhigh school equivalency as a major element of' manpower,
programs because.people are going to come out of high''schools
Prepared to enter the work 'force. That may be an Op4mistic

. \
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assumption, but I think it's'a trend..

ol w t_.I think the alienation with'work, or bOredom,
f disstisfaction h going to work; will force all sorts

of changes and willorc the private economy into broad
social plans. \>,

I ay that becaus I think that in order to attract and
.retain employees, employers are going to have to offer
something more than Work. What this is; I am not sure
Of; wh6ther it's educational..opportunities; whether t's
recreational°opportunities, or whether it's.something,
that nobody ever thought of; I'm not sure. But I really
think,that.it's going to be 'very tough'to get people into
competitive types of work. We are eeing that now in the
aUto indUstry\in.1T,urope. 'In follow ng some of the experiments
in the.Scandinaviaff countries you k Ow/tat.all sorts of
free deeigns ofmork.are being tried to increase4job
satisfaction. ,

And finally, we are undergoing very radical changes in
family life in this country: One'need 6nly look at the
divorce rate% the proportion of.women, working, the number-
of chilairen born outside JiLegal marria(ie-, and the new style .
of living in the communes, to recognize,that all sorts of
social support programs are going to have to be deve;oped
for families that are not relly functioning-as famtlies,
at least as we used to think of them; ,

All of these things say tO _me that the work of the social
worker is,going to undergo sOMe Sigdificant changes.. I

believe he will be More involved n the privates ctor than_
he has been in,the.past and, perhaps; less n public
sector; certainly if,the administration h Its way,lt
will be a lot less in--the public sector.

In a long-term sense, D-think that the.problembf dealing
with 'the "disadvantaged populati*"'will be gradually

d redaced, and that the manpower field will be dealing mudh
% more mlth questiOnsof,how to get people contented in..theirn,.,

lives of work, and how t& help pegip.le through transitional (

' stages from-:work to educatiohor through changes in career

'
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Therefore, if you are turning out people who are going to.
be leaders ten, fifteen, twenty years from now, .which is
really what-most of .you are engaged in doing, I think a."-
lot of thought has to be given to whether or not theY
wilIbe ready for those kinds of challenges, so'distinct
from the immediate challenge of getting somebody who can
uh a good manpower tenter for'the Department of Employment,
:a-good employment office for,HRA6 cr a good Casework
:consultation service fortthe WIN Program

,Those thing's need to be done, but I believe that one cannot
afford to lose sight of the long-term goals. As the'se changes
occur, it seemslto me that a social woriscer is gbing to,find
himself in rath6r severe competition with 'people from other
discipl,ines such as psychology, industrial relations, even
education. I think they 'will be struggling to do-all the .
kinds of things that social workers say they do now.

To.digress for a moment, I'd like to mention an experience
had.a number of years ago when I was employed by the

) Federal Bureau of Prisons.\I used'to visit prisons
regularly .to observe the processes.going on there. At

. 'that time, there was a device'called a Classification
Cotmittee, which normally consisted of an Associate Warden,
Captain of the_Correctional Officers, tLe psychiatrist or

,medical officer in attendance, the chaplain, the social
Ijorkers, the educators, the psychologist if there was one.
Every case that came into the institution was brought before
"that CoMmittee for a det&rmination of the individual's
programs.

--
After I. 11d,satt)Tugh.a. lot of these di'scussionsp began
to Chart the Commi tee. members' Comments. The theory waS
,thac.if you had_all these different disciplinea around the
table, you would get the values and,skills 'that.each. of
them brought to the,table.

The truth, however, was that there vas no.correlation between
what people had to.say and the pr9fessionaldncipline fibm
which theycame. 7

That,is not in any way to denigrate the comments that.they
were making, but simply to sax that the body of kriowledge

that we are talking about in that situation is an over-arcEing.:0
,
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body of knowledge thatcuts across prbfessionsl and that
:ypeople who are traincd..in education or sociologyo.t., social

-.7aork, and people tr,ained in psychologY, do not know essentially
different things.

There may bp degrees of .difference in orientatibn, there may
bedegrees cf philosophical difference, but those seem to me
to be'small variations based on thg indiyidual personality
or personal philosophy rather than'the institutional or
professional background.

think the same is true in the fi'eld we are talking,about
today. Whether you are tr,aine(fl in a schoolof' industrial
reations, a scho-ol of social work, or in education, doesn't
make a lot of difference. The kind of information you Call
need will be essentially the same'thing.

I listened to scime of you laying out a- propoSed curriculum:
and I was thinking that onewas:"Public Administration 101"
cand another was g4aduate,"L'egislative Social Policy"! the
same thing with different titles, the-same basic kinds of
skills and knowledge that you will find. i,n'any proffessiorial,
field.

That suggests that schools of social work really ought.to
think very carefully about whether-they want to make an
investment in developing curricula at either the under-

.4
graquate. or graduate level that.tomprites a specialited
social work approach to manpower problems. Frafikly, T have ,

grave reservations about that.

\
There are a number of such schools in the country,-including
Columbia, which have indeed developed extraordinarily valuable ,

and useful manpower'approaches withinthe tchool of 6ocial.
work. :That prihcipal1y,reflect61 the strength and tkills of
.the individuals that pursued support for their fio,ld of
interest. 1 also.think the institutions could have done .

,

it equally well in the school of industrial relations or tic.
.-.

the school of educatibn, or in a lot of other places. 1 lOW
--

.think it's almost'an accident that they were in the school
of social Work. -.

think it v3pUld be a far ,better investment of time ahd effort
for,_most social-?.wOrk edutators, .particularly at the under-
gralauate level but even at the.graduate leVel,'to concentrate
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on-the development of cooperative relationships with other
departments.within the university,.to identify:pieces of
the curriCulum that are already adequately developed in
other schools or other departments\pand o concentrate on
'buil:ding cooperation among departments. For,example, it
is_ my understan,ling that here at Columbia, Mitch Ginsberg
has been lieeking to develop-very close retionships with
the School of Busines'i Administration by recognizing that
competence' in managementU very heavy there. Why Ls it

1 necessary'or Useful to_try to build tile same set of skills
within the School of Social Work?

o,

So I offer-a-wor& of-caution: before everybody leaps in and
starts developing Manpower education programs because
'manpower is important and popti.1..ar, look around andlsee.,,
what's already there.

There!s yet anOther value to coOperative programs, and,that
.is-tat-:the students get a variety, of philosophies and
-exposure'to different pats of the unrversiey.. It's a
mistake for any studen'. in:any field to Spend all of his
time in one area rather than.t)eing exposed to other orientations;
That's hoW we build upnthe notion that is so preva,Aent in
my organizat:ion---that a social worker can't work With .a manpower
eXpert, a manpower person can't work With a drug cbunselor,

,

and a_drug counselor cant workwith-anybody' else. That's
why you get this historical'fighObetween the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and,the DeRartment of Labor
that.has crippled manpower progkaMs for years.

I think that. traces back to people wanting to get everything
.identified with their'particular Profebsion, and their
particular ingtitutional background rather than recognizing
the need,:skills, and the contributions that Other departments
can make. We spent, over the last ten years, a lot .Clre time

on honoring who should be in charge than we have o97 the
:sUbstance of the program. It's time to get on wit the

.substance.,

4r
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21 MANPOWER PERSPECTIVE FOR NASW

Mark Battle
National Association of -Soc,ial Workers.

We have'to face squarely the .notion that the setting doesn't
necessarily define the profession. This is an.isaue wylidh we
fail to come to grips,with all the tiMe. The settings,.the-
-cotehts, do define the kUbetance of 'practice but.they dori't
-define the-essentia structure'of the.Profession.

lie2:e,is a r-e-ka) problem.for'any profession that faces anew
areaits own professional role, identification,-ifthere is
one. And if there isn't one; we have to..face that.squarely
and say so. The issues of what social workers shouid.do in
manpower and what they can do, are_both very legitimate,
'questions!

It may very well be that' the giena of advocacy, of -eriViron-
mental manipulation, is the.arena in which-we'have to put the
heavy emphasis when,we mdve into manpower.

There is no questiop about the professional asEfociation having
a,Commitment to the appropriate involvement of social work in
manpower. Our current delegate asse4ly is dealing with ;-

manpower as one.of the five primary issues.

The major part of its,concern has to do, with\wliat is happening
with social workers on the curreOt scene; but there is another
spart that has to do w.ith what is happening to social woxk client5
in the current scene. That part propels the kbpession into
.f6cing,sqbare1y,the implications of the elimination of the

r-

Mark Battle, Associate Execlitive Directo of the National
Association of Social Workers, is engaged in the broad reorgani-
zation being undertaken by NASW. Formerly Deputy 5irector of
the NeighborhOod Youth Corps and DeputY Administrarbr of the
Bureau of Social Programs; United'St4ates Department of Labor,
be represents a,persotial prototype_,,of a professional sociz,al
worker who has made his mark in the manpower field.



Emef-gency Employment Act, which immediately puts 14o;o0
people out 9f work over-a very liMitea

,A concern of the profession with income maintenance is another'
indication of the concern with,manpower, without'reference to
the specific development of manpower spcialists or analysts.
But itiis just a short jump from a-concern with manpower
policy issues and 'clients to a concern with developing social

- workeks tvho cap be better prepared to deal with that kind of
. problem in society.

c5

. The Association has developed forLitself a new manpower
.

classification S'cheme. That scheme did not specifically
take into accoui,t an involvement of socialworkers in manpower
as e-haVe been discussing it at this conference, but I would
wager without much reservation,that some of these concerns

' will,be incorporated into that/. clasSification scheme at the
next writing.

1There is aiso.a task-force within the professional association
in"connectlion with definitions of special#ation within the
professiOff-; All these.yeax:s, specializatffons.have been
certified on the basis of settings, on-the asis of problems,
ans3 on the.basis,of.methodS but nobody has had a consistent
set of defihktions'of spe'cializations within the-field.
There is now an' effoit'being made to t5o that, and I thihk
that there will be seriousconsideration given to including
a specialization in manpower ore at least, the.incliusion of
some of these manpower concerns in the' specializations that
are defined.

The professional association is Also beginn'ing to-'make a major
move in the.area of continuing education, not in terms of being

'.the kind of re,source that universities and sdhools of social
work 4 themselverepresenti but e)tercising leadership on a
national leVel to insure that alipropriate continuincj.education
opportUnities are afforded toall the:mmber of.,the profeSsion
across the country. That continuing editcationkdesign wiql
include some of the manpower.Conterns that you.have,expressed
hete.

Now you note that I aM p461g "is going,to,"..:certainly.will,"
aniamust take into 74sidera o!.11." It ls clear-that'tho,-.'
professional association has ot squarely addressed questiqnS,a
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in.relation to the manpower field as they'have been asked here.
. I

,It iS-clear also that the profession has been engaged, to some
. degree, in dealing with manpower concerns. I emaect that the
l'a.ssociation:is going,to take 'up tche slack and become involvedi"
.af.ter the fact as-usual, with the concerns that its meMbers
llipre and, the issues that affect the ,profesSiqn seriouslY. I

think 'that NA5W is going to eagage,in appropriate follow-up
and try to play the kind of role it ought to play in manpower,.

,
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